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WA Utilities & Transportation Commission, Gov. Jay Inslee, AG Bob Ferguson, WA Council for
the Environment - Bill Sherman, WA Dept. of Ecology, Puget Sound Clean Air Agency, Army
Corps of Engineers,


1870 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to No funds for fracked gas!.


Here is the petition they signed:


Regarding: Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG facility currently being built on
Medicine Creek Treaty Territory, just outside the Puyallup Reservation.


Public money should not be spent unless it will benefit the public good. As
currently outlined, Puget Sound Energy (PSE) has been authorized to pass on
43% of the monetary construction costs to residential rate-paying customers even
though they are only scheduled to receive less than 2% of the projects use. This
43% cost to ratepayers for less than 2% use is simply unfair. The majority of this
fracked gas refinery & storage facility will be used to sell the gas for a profit to
industrial and maritime customers while residential ratepayers will be provided
backup power for a few of the coldest days of the year known as peak shaving.
Although the lease for this project is 40 years, the peak shaving will only happen
for 10 years before ratepayers are not a part of the project at all. The disparity of
the monetary burden appears not just wrong but fraudulent from a public
standpoint. This alone is completely unacceptable. However, when we ask
ourselves if a project will benefit the public good, we must look at more than just
the price tag.


The “Human Cost of Carbon” must start to be given the same level of importance
as upfront monetary costs. Costs such as the health effects of living or working
near the facility and breathing in the benzene, xylene, toluene and other
carcinogens daily as well as the health effects on our relatives living near the
fracking sites. Value must be placed on the fresh water any project would
consume. Water is Life. Fracking poisons millions of gallons of water at each well
head, with no known way to make that water safe again. When we consider using
fossil fuels, we must acknowledge our complicity in man camps, the instability
and harm they cause to local communities, and the role this male dominant,
transient workforce plays in the epidemic of Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women. We must count the cultural wounds of environmental racism. Value must
be placed on upholding treaty rights and ensuring true free prior and informed
consent for Indigenous people. We must consider worker safety, public safety,
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WA Utilities & Transportation Commission, Gov. Jay Inslee, AG Bob Ferguson,  WA Council for the
Environment - Bill Sherman,  WA Dept. of Ecology, Puget Sound Clean Air Agency,  Army Corps of
Engineers,



1870 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to No funds for fracked gas!.



Here is the petition they signed:



Regarding: Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG facility currently being built on Medicine
Creek Treaty Territory, just outside the Puyallup Reservation.



Public money should not be spent unless it will benefit the public good.  As currently outlined,
Puget Sound Energy (PSE) has been authorized to pass on 43% of the monetary construction
costs to residential rate-paying customers even though they are only scheduled to receive less
than 2% of the projects use. This 43% cost to ratepayers for less than 2% use is simply unfair.
The majority of this fracked gas refinery & storage facility will be used to sell the gas for a
profit to industrial and maritime customers while residential ratepayers will be provided backup
power for a few of the coldest days of the year known as peak shaving.  Although the lease for
this project is 40 years, the peak shaving will only happen for 10 years before ratepayers are
not a part of the project at all. The disparity of the monetary burden appears not just wrong
but fraudulent from a public standpoint. This alone is completely unacceptable. However,
when we ask ourselves if a project will benefit the public good, we must look at more than just
the price tag.



The “Human Cost of Carbon” must start to be given the same level of importance as upfront
monetary costs.  Costs such as the health effects of living or working near the facility and
breathing in the benzene, xylene, toluene and other carcinogens daily as well as the health
effects on our relatives living near the fracking sites.   Value must be placed on the fresh water
any project would consume. Water is Life. Fracking poisons millions of gallons of water at
each well head, with no known way to make that water safe again. When we consider using
fossil fuels, we must acknowledge our complicity in man camps, the instability and harm they
cause to local communities, and the role this male dominant, transient workforce plays in the
epidemic of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women.  We must count the cultural wounds of
environmental racism. Value must be placed on upholding treaty rights and ensuring true free
prior and informed consent for Indigenous people.  We must consider worker safety, public
safety, the possible effects for other local species, possible effects on food supply, and the
habitat lost to make way for the project.  We have to give weight to how a project will
contribute to or mitigate climate change.



The human cost of continuing to burn fossil fuels and building new fossil fuel infrastructure is
nothing short of genocide for future generations.  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change recently released a report that warns we likely have only 12 years to make drastic
changes if we want to avoid thresholds that cannot be uncrossed, that will cause chain
reactions that push our planet away from being habitable by the human species.  Global
scientists agree that we must leave remaining fossil fuels in the ground if we are to have any
hope of keeping warming to between 1.5 and 2 degrees celsius above pre-industrial
temperatures. Already we see effects such as increasingly severe storms and wildfires,
draughts, flooding, famine, deaths from extreme temperatures, deaths related to poor air
quality, coral bleaching, algae blooms and the beginning of the 6th mass extinction.  These











conditions will only get worse as global temperatures rise. Building new fossil fuel
infrastructure locks us into decades of future use when we need to be investing in renewable
energy now. When we are listening to best available science, investing in any new or
expanded fossil fuel infrastructure cannot possibly be deemed to be in the best interest of the
public.



No public funds should be spent on Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG project as it is
clearly not in our best interest, funds including approved rate-payer increases, tax breaks,
subsidies, or other monetary incentives.  These human costs should also be considerations
transparently discussed when considering all future projects that seek to receive public funds.



Sincerely,



You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you below.



Thank you,



Valerie Costa



1. Rachael Hogan (ZIP code: 98115)



2. Doug Taylor (ZIP code: 98335)



3. austin paul (ZIP code: 98368)



4. Kate Walsh (ZIP code: 98327)
NO PSE CUSTOMER-PAID FRACKING. FRACK NO!



5. S Smith (ZIP code: 20001)



6. S Smith (ZIP code: 98401)



7. S Smith (ZIP code: 98400)



8. Allegra Gassert (ZIP code: 98409)
No fracked gas!



9. Aaron  Mandell  (ZIP code: 98103)



10. Ahmed Gaya (ZIP code: 98122)



11. Andie Dinkin (ZIP code: 90048)











12. Adrienne Lias (ZIP code: 98031)



13. Adrienne Papermaster (ZIP code: 98108)



14. Amanda Karim (ZIP code: 98052)



15. Agatha Burstein (ZIP code: 98502)



16. Alison Hale (ZIP code: 98407)



17. Misha Stone (ZIP code: 98116)



18. John Hartman (ZIP code: 98155)



19. Gwynne Brown (ZIP code: 98406)



20. Catherine  Garretson-bilnoski (ZIP code: 98405)



21. Alexander Humphreys (ZIP code: 98118)



22. Alexa Munoz (ZIP code: 98007)



23. Jenifer Short (ZIP code: 98103)
No LNG! Save our environment and health!



24. Sandy Williams (ZIP code: 95062)



25. Alexa Fay (ZIP code: 99202)



26. Alex Haston (ZIP code: 98370)



27. Alex Mowre (ZIP code: 98406)



28. Lisa Barnes (ZIP code: 98199)



29. Alice Lockhart (ZIP code: 98133)



30. Alicia McCormick (ZIP code: 98406)



31. Teresa Allen (ZIP code: 98244)



32. Allison Davis (ZIP code: 03820-5231)











33. Alison Roach (ZIP code: 98042)



34. Allen Clark (ZIP code: 98422-2198)



35. Alicia Durkin (ZIP code: 98103)



36. Lisa Wiedemer (ZIP code: 76210)



37. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98155)



38. Amanda Squires (ZIP code: 98105)



39. Amelia Brandt (ZIP code: 98102)



40. Michael Masley (ZIP code: 53704)



41. Amy Madden (ZIP code: 98105)



42. Amy Marks (ZIP code: 98119)



43. Amy McColm (ZIP code: 99207)



44. Ana Von Huben (ZIP code: 98122)



45. Andrea Lumley (ZIP code: 98407)



46. Andrea Scott-Murray (ZIP code: 98008)
It is sheer folly to build this plant in a time of assured raising sea levels. Tidal Flats are one of the best
natural carbon sequestration locations on the planet.



47. Andrea Bess (ZIP code: 98498)
I don't want to pay for this fracking project. Raising my bill means I have leave my home to retire. I
can't keep paying higher prices as I try to retire. This is wrong.



48. Anand Naik (ZIP code: 98007)



49. Kevin Hughes (ZIP code: 98221)



50. Heidi Erdmann (ZIP code: 98444)



51. Anna Griswold (ZIP code: 98102)



52. Anna Ceberio-Verghese (ZIP code: 98027)











PSE is a disaster of a company. The business needs to be taken by the government. PSE has 0
(zero) interest in its customers



53. Anna Forse (ZIP code: 98107-3328)



54. Annalee Cappellano (ZIP code: 98103)



55. Anne Hundley (ZIP code: 98501)



56. Anne Ihnen (ZIP code: 98040)



57. Anne Miller (ZIP code: 98144)



58. Ann Bickel (ZIP code: 98407)



59. Ronna Agree (ZIP code: 98109-1820)



60. Anthony van Gemert (ZIP code: 98065)



61. Phyllis Simons (ZIP code: 98405)
NO LNG!!!   NO FRACKING!!!  RESIST!!!



62. Gill Fahrenwald (ZIP code: 98507)



63. Allison Ostrer (ZIP code: 98106)
PSE is out of control.



64. Aowen Annbjorg  (ZIP code: 98403)



65. April Dickinson (ZIP code: 98125)
Fracked gas stinks!!



66. April Stevens (ZIP code: 98075)



67. Amanda Sorell (ZIP code: 98102)



68. Kathy Schmitt (ZIP code: 98072)
No public funds should be spent on Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG fracked gas project. The
majority of this new fossil fuel infrastructure will be used to sell gas for corporate profit yet it will be
PSE residential customers paying for the construction with higher monthly bills.



This project would also lock us into decades of climate destructive fossil fuel use, create health &
safety issues for local residents, and is currently being built in violation of the Medicine Creek Treaty.











69. Elizabeth  Cunningham  (ZIP code: 98107)
This is a flagrant assault on the indigenous people and on mankind since we know for certain that
climate chaos will affect us all.  This should never be allowed.



70. Elizabeth  Cunningham  (ZIP code: 98107)
This project is morally wrong in so many ways!



71. Ardath Herbel (ZIP code: 98327)



72. Arianna Thornton (ZIP code: 98418)



73. Aries Dial (ZIP code: 98404)
Don't want my taxpayer dollars funding dirty foreign-owned energy projects.



74. Artineh Havan (ZIP code: 91501)



75. Andrea Sabado (ZIP code: 98406)



76. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98104)



77. David Ponta (ZIP code: 98516)



78. Anna Thyer (ZIP code: V1L-4G2)



79. Mary Reeves (ZIP code: 98070)



80. Cil Pierce (ZIP code: 98115)



81. Auryel van Gemert (ZIP code: 98065)



82. Austin Smith (ZIP code: 98166)



83. Isaac Ehrlich (ZIP code: 97049)



84. Anna Young (ZIP code: 98403)



85. Ian Price (ZIP code: 98406)



86. Bill Adams (ZIP code: 98198)
I'm proudly signing this. Because if we let PSE get away with this, we'll be the victims of the ultimate
con job.



87. Dana  Hollaway  (ZIP code: 98023-3426)











STOP PSE! Do not allow PSE to continue with this project.  The project should have never been
allowed to proceed as far as it has.



88. Barb Andersen (ZIP code: 98133)
We must end our use of fossil fuels. Put human life over profits!



89. Barb Scavezze (ZIP code: 98501)



90. Barbara Blackwood  (ZIP code: 99206)



91. Barbara  Ocskai  (ZIP code: 98290)
No! 
No more fossil fuel infrastructure!
Stop now! 
Clean energy only!
Clean energy now!
Defend the Sacred ~ Air, Water, Soul, All People



92. Barbara  Lau (ZIP code: 98052)



93. Barbara Lewy (ZIP code: 98109)



94. Barbara Turner (ZIP code: 98404)
I am a resident of Tacoma, and a home owner in the blast zone. We do not need fracked energy. It
poisons the water where it is extracted, it poisons the earth along the pipeline routes, it will increase
the environmental costs on citizens of Tacoma who aren’t even customers of the foriegn owned, for
private profit, PSE. Plus, pipelines commonly explode, including those maintained by PSE. We don’t
need more new fossil fuel infrastructure. Fracked gas isn’t clean or green, and if you keep pushing this
nightmare, stop calling America a democracy. We are an Oligarchy and a Corpocracy, but nothing
about this country is about citizens or democracy anymore. No new petro infrastructure. Period. Build
the new world. Don’t sell out our future for the corporate kick backs that get put in your campaign
coffers. 



This project is shame full and a public hazard. Shame on anyone thinking it’s ok to sacrifice the future
for oil profits. Let us birth a clean energy paradigm while we still have some hope of a habitable
planet. Thank you.



95. luma reema (ZIP code: 98075)



96. Ben Barker (ZIP code: 98589)



97. Bradley Barton (ZIP code: 98036)



98. Bethany Narita (ZIP code: 98115)



99. Beverly Williams (ZIP code: 97504)











100. Bob  Gillespie  (ZIP code: 98227)



101. Brenda Thorne (ZIP code: 98168)
No public funds for someone else's private gain!!!



102. Barbara Bengtsson (ZIP code: 98103)
We have a short window to get out of fossil fuels including gas. So if PSE is determined to build an
LNG project against better judgement, PSE must pay the total costs and not its customers.



103. Barbara Spink (ZIP code: 12203)



104. Becky Thimm (ZIP code: 91910)



105. William Daniell (ZIP code: 98117)
Note, I am not a PSE customer at my 98117 address, but I am a OSE customer at my second
address in Bellingham (98229).



106. bea wilson (ZIP code: 98020)



107. Brian Lynch (ZIP code: 98286)



108. Bill Phipps (ZIP code: 98026)
100 percent solar and wind now.   No fracked gas.    Comsumer owned coop for all utilities now.



109. Beth  Brunton (ZIP code: 98144)



110. Rebecca Brunelle (ZIP code: 98203)
*not PSE customer but household is



111. Rebecca Winslow (ZIP code: 98005)



112. Jessica Brown (ZIP code: 04101)
Stop RAPING AMERICANS FOR FRACKING GAS1



113. Ben Heege (ZIP code: 98117)



114. Jane Carr (ZIP code: GL15 5BW)



115. Ben Pedersen (ZIP code: N1E 3E3)



116. Bernard Meyer (ZIP code: 98506)
Not even should we get any fracked gas, not even 2 &



117. Sharon Bersaas (ZIP code: 98030)











I want to se Washington state go completely Green I do not want any money public or private money
spent on any gas fracking project.



118. BEVERLY BASSETT (ZIP code: 98506-4435)
I am fed up with PSE and all the myriad ways that we are abused and exploited by PSE for corporate
profits at the expense of our environment.  This is yet another example of your rapacious greed!!!
PSEs day will come.



119. beverly parsons (ZIP code: 98340)



120. Barbara Bonfield (ZIP code: 98407)



121. Eileen Perfrement (ZIP code: )



122. Evan Bragin (ZIP code: 98408)



123. Bill Sampson (ZIP code: 98115)
PSE, please join the 21st Century and convert to renewable energy. Fracked gas is not renewable
and it is not a bridge fuel



124. Bill Fishburn (ZIP code: 98576)



125. Sherry Abts (ZIP code: 55731)



126. Bonnie Mackaness Knudsen (ZIP code: 98501)
No public funds for FRACKING!!!!!



127. Wendy Blair (ZIP code: 98070)



128. Bonnie Scott (ZIP code: 98051)



129. Robert Logan (ZIP code: 98531)



130. Randi Byrd (ZIP code: 98465)



131. Beverly Naidus (ZIP code: 98403)
Please do not allow this project to go online. We need projects to remediate the water, air and soil,
rather than things that continue to damage those parts of our ecosystem. This project is insanely
dangerous to all who live and work in the area. It's time to say no to fossil fuels.



132. Anita  Kiefer (ZIP code: 45895)



133. Bob Barnes (ZIP code: 98118)











134. Bobby Righi (ZIP code: 98103)



135. michael  rosen (ZIP code: 98040)
are u kidding me???



136. Bob Kutter (ZIP code: 98115)



137. Bob Matatall (ZIP code: 98103)



138. Margaret  Bone  (ZIP code: 98105)



139. Bonita Migliore (ZIP code: 98058)
NO FRACKING!!!!!



140. 'Bonnie  Kosoff  (ZIP code: 98444)



141. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98204)



142. richard bottcher (ZIP code: 98467-2211)
its been far to long to be on fossil fuels. it time for electric or other safer ways to run our cars and
trucks,    we have depleted our oxygen by a huge amount.   including cutting the rain forest down,
which supplies 50 percent of our oxygen.   and we deplete  a ton more with fossil fuels.   totally by
greed for the rich  fuel companies and  the stupid government.  which don't care about the lives of our
children or grand children just as long as they can keep getting their greedy money.   the hell with the
rest of us.



143. Darlin' Boudreau (ZIP code: 98001)



144. Bourtai Hargrove (ZIP code: 98512)



145. Jonathan Boyne (ZIP code: 96822)



146. Barbara Petersen (ZIP code: 98166)



147. Barbara  Phinney  (ZIP code: 98133)
We are long time PSE residental customers and DO NOT want to pay for construction of any new
PSE fossil fuel infrastructure for LNG in Tacoma. You, PSE are taking the profits and giving customers
the bill, plus the liability. We want clean renewable energy because we’re all facing the Climate Crisis.
Also, PSE, Honor the Treaties and stop violating the Medicine Creek Treaty!



148. Brad Holland (ZIP code: 98221)



149. Bradley Thompson (ZIP code: 98405)
New, massive taxpayer and ratepayer subsidized fracked gas infrastructure like Tacoma LNG are
going to become stranded assets. Watch what is currently happening to PG&E in California. Do you











want to be blamed for the next WPPSS-scale boondoggle? Stop this fracked gas project and let's get
serious about 100% clean renewables.



150. Lorie Hewitt (ZIP code: 98501)
No public funds should be spent on Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG fracked gas project. The
majority of this new fossil fuel infrastructure will be used to sell gas for corporate profit yet it will be
PSE residential customers paying for the construction with higher monthly bills.



This project would also lock us into decades of climate destructive fossil fuel use, create health &
safety issues for local residents, and is currently being built in violation of the Medicine Creek Treaty.
Lorie Hewitt
Olympia



151. Brandon Juhl (ZIP code: 98012)



152. Brandon Shea (ZIP code: 98367)



153. Faith Addicott (ZIP code: 98502)
Word.



154. Robert Walker (ZIP code: 55128)
I support transitioning away from fossil fuels ASAP.



155. Brenda Cummings (ZIP code: 98405)
Read what real climate scientists have to say about climate change. Do you realize that we don't have
much time left? NO FRACKED GAS!



156. Bridgid Persephone Newman-Henson (ZIP code: 98108)



157. Brooke Williams  (ZIP code: 98133)



158. Brynn Souders (ZIP code: 98337)
Stop using fracked gas!



159. Barbara Lamb (ZIP code: 98260-9208)



160. Sarah Richards (ZIP code: 98033)



161. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98404)
Please do your part to prevent further harm to our environment.  This is an emergency situation which
will do further irreparable harm to earth and its inhabitants.  Stop this project and protect us all!  Or
else, the c



162. Robert Baker (ZIP code: 98284)











163. Chelsea Saunders (ZIP code: 98229)



164. claire mocha (ZIP code: 98101)



165. Chris Young (ZIP code: 98513)



166. Carol Colleran (ZIP code: 98498)
Makes me furious!



167. Linda Wilson (ZIP code: 98502)



168. Connie Campbell (ZIP code: 98512)
I  am against any public funds being used by Puget Sound Energy's proposed LNG fracked gas
project. It would lock us into decades of destructive fossil fuel use and would create health and safety
issues for local residents.  Please do not allow this to happen.



169. Fred Campbell (ZIP code: 98103)



170. Maurine Canarsky (ZIP code: 97214-4851)
This is a project that is unnecessary, enables further fossil fuel use and ignores the Medicine Creek
Treaty.  Don't do it.



171. Kathleen Hendrickson (ZIP code: 98070)



172. Cigdem Capan (ZIP code: 99352)



173. William  Mattox (ZIP code: 98404)



174. Carita Polin (ZIP code: 98103)
Corporations and the affluent should pay more for fuel, subsidize low income families and stop
fracking!



175. Carla Abrams (ZIP code: 59806)



176. Carlo Voli (ZIP code: 98020)



177. Carmela Micheli (ZIP code: 98332)



178. Carol Mohler (ZIP code: 98198)



179. Carol M. Kindt (ZIP code: 98407)
As a founding member of 350 Tacoma, who has been contesting the lies of PSE for over two years,
and has been fighting back to the point where at almost 68 years old I am now physically sick from
constant stress over this, I implore you to please stop this once and for all.  I don't want to go into











2019 speaking to deaf ears anymore.



180. Carrie Parks (ZIP code: 98682)



181. carrie lafferty (ZIP code: 98133)



182. Caryl Shawver (ZIP code: 98277)



183. Caryn Cowin (ZIP code: 92211-7537)



184. Cass Martinez (ZIP code: 97051)



185. Catherine Saint-Clair (ZIP code: 34997)



186. Catherine  Gerbelli  (ZIP code: H2J 3L3)



187. Cathy Ferbrache (ZIP code: 98021)
We want an independent qualified party to conduct the up/down stream study, NOT PSE for the
obvious  conflict of interest.



188. Cathy Stegman (ZIP code: 45243)
We agree that fracked gas is not good for the environment. Invest in clean, renewable energy
sources!



189. Deborah Efron (ZIP code: 98004)



190. Lynne C. (ZIP code: 27529)



191. Curtis Cawley (ZIP code: 98199)



192. Chris Chapin (ZIP code: 98052)



193. Carol Michler Detmer (ZIP code: 37130-6831)



194. Chris Wyeth (ZIP code: 98368)



195. Rachael Scott (ZIP code: 98204)



196. Carol Lee (ZIP code: 37920)



197. Carol Munsey (ZIP code: 98446)



198. Charlotte Feck (ZIP code: 83851)











I back them but wish you would quit fracking period



199. Cheryl Harding (ZIP code: 08885)



200. Chelsea Gabzdyl (ZIP code: 98116)



201. Dennis Smith (ZIP code: 97828)



202. Cheron Holman (ZIP code: 98103)



203. Daviann McClurg (ZIP code: 67550)



204. Haley Vonderhaar (ZIP code: 98403)



205. LEE HOLLAWAY (ZIP code: 98023)



206. Eva Lazarus (ZIP code: 97203)



207. Christie Thompson (ZIP code: 98103)



208. Christopher Buckley (ZIP code: 98115-7247)



209. Christy Bear (ZIP code: 98007)



210. CHRIS WOOTEN (ZIP code: 98422)
Additionally to the comments in this petition....It is completely unacceptable that PSE is allowed to
build a facility without the proper permits. This sets a terrible precedent and sets PSE above the law.
Is any organization above the law? PSE has demonstrated that they think they are.



211. Chrystal  Baird  (ZIP code: 98002)



212. cindy hoyt (ZIP code: 98070-6724)
Isn't it time we relegated this kind of chicanery to the past?



213. cindy reiner (ZIP code: 98109)



214. Cynthia  Subjeck  (ZIP code: 98178)
You must be out of your mind to replace one fossil fuel with another! I am a PSE customer and I am
Asking you to go Green and to honor the treaty rights of the Puyallup Tribe. Fracked gas is harmful to
the environment and unnecessary when there are so many other options available!



215. Cynthia Cannon (ZIP code: 98422-1834)
To charge me as a utility customers for a facility that (1) I do not want near my neighborhood, (2) that
is touted as serving our "friendly, neighborhood" shipping company, TOTE, not the residents, and (3)











that is providing demand for a fuel that leaves environmental degradation in its wake is simply wrong.
Tacoma and its residents should not be expected to subsidize such a project that has not adequately
addressed either the environmental or safety concerns.



216. Cheryl  Johnson (ZIP code: 98198)
PSE is causing so many problems, now we have a total train wreck, we pay 43% of the bill and
receive 2% of the gas.  Why are we, a WA company paying for retirement for Canadian governmental
employees?  Plus funding a pension fund for the Netherlands?



217. Catherine Turner (ZIP code: 20782)



218. Christopher Daly (ZIP code: 98105)



219. Clifford Armstrong (ZIP code: 98409)



220. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98382)



221. Crystal Gartner (ZIP code: 98136)



222. Carol Nugent (ZIP code: 97124 )



223. Codi Hamblin (ZIP code: 98273)



224. Trent Johnson  (ZIP code: 98404)



225. Sarah Conner (ZIP code: 98339)



226. Constance Knudsen (ZIP code: 98117)



227. Conor Fellin (ZIP code: 98105)



228. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98122)



229. Caroline Goulding (ZIP code: 98075)



230. Linda  Wasserman  (ZIP code: 98406)



231. Sammy Low (ZIP code: 98292)



232. R. Court Olson (ZIP code: 98008)
This is not right.  Ratepayers don't need this.



233. C Rathwell (ZIP code: J0X 2W0)











234. Donna klemka (ZIP code: 98070)



235. Jaime Cruickshank (ZIP code: 98502)



236. Crystal Mort (ZIP code: 98106)



237. Christina Scheuer (ZIP code: 98117)



238. Chris Nicolosi (ZIP code: 770622535)



239. Carla Curio (ZIP code: 98123)



240. cheryl vana (ZIP code: 85194)



241. Cheryl  Waitkevich  (ZIP code: 98506)



242. Carolyn Treadway (ZIP code: 98503)
The dreadful, illegal tank must be torn down!!!



243. John Van Horn (ZIP code: 98012)



244. Chun Yu (ZIP code: 98422)



245. David Bluhm (ZIP code: 98404)



246. Dana Wu (ZIP code: 98125)



247. Deann Boyd (ZIP code: 98589)
No LNG plant on Medicine Creek treaty land, no LNG in Washington, keep it in the ground and
transition to clean energy  like wind, solar, and tidal. Fossil fuels are 20th century dinosaurs,  we are
in the 21st century- either join the wave of the future or be consumed by the past.



248. Christin Dahl (ZIP code: 98203-1433)



249. Dan Streiffert (ZIP code: 98030)



250. Dana Hubanks (ZIP code: 98065)



251. Rosemarie Wiegman (ZIP code: 98404)



252. Dan Enbysk (ZIP code: 98466)



253. Daniel Abbott (ZIP code: 98201-2856)











254. Dan Esposito  (ZIP code: 90266)



255. Kimberly Danke (ZIP code: 98506)
Gas is a gangplank - not a bridge! Stop building any new facilities and phase out existing ones. We
demand 100% clean energy - NOW.



256. Dan Lombardo  (ZIP code: 98404)



257. Dan Schneider (ZIP code: 98115)



258. Dan Mcdougall  (ZIP code: 98340)
No funds for fossil. Put the funds into clean energy.



259. Darby Bundy (ZIP code: 98117)



260. Daniel Villa (ZIP code: 98405)



261. Doug Ausejo (ZIP code: 98281)



262. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98374)



263. David Robison (ZIP code: 98117)
Fracked gas is dangerous gas.



264. David Will (ZIP code: 64083)



265. David YAO (ZIP code: 98133)



266. David Perk (ZIP code: 98115)



267. Dawson Burger (ZIP code: 98005)



268. David Katz (ZIP code: 98144)
Public funds should be restricted only to legal public works that are carbon neutral.



269. Dena Jensen (ZIP code: 98230-9681)



270. Donna Russell (ZIP code: 95618)
Robbing the tax-payer to give public funds to private corporations should be a crime. All those who
behave like tRump should be in prison.



271. Dorothy Brockgreitens (ZIP code: 97321)











272. Dany Border (ZIP code: 98383)



273. Diane Darvey (ZIP code: 22325)



274. Deborah Hoff (ZIP code: 98406)



275. Debra Olsen (ZIP code: 98408)
The utilities commission made a mistake in allowing this project to go forward. It goes against the
original agreement that PSE had with the State of Washington to only be in the business of providing
natural gas to local utility customers.  Now that they have their foot in the door, there will be pressure
to become an LNG export terminal. Please don't allow this to happen.



276. Debby Jackson (ZIP code: 98013)



277. Deborah Mangold (ZIP code: 98418)



278. Debbie Kinerk (ZIP code: 98406)
I want to help.  Please let me know how I can.



279. Deborah  Lipman  (ZIP code: 02906)



280. Deborah Hernandez (ZIP code: 78254)



281. Debra Burges (ZIP code: 98005)
This company needs to be bought out by the public, so it has its customers needs and values in mind,
rather than destroying our earth.



282. Deb Rudnick (ZIP code: 98110)



283. Jo Ann Herbert (ZIP code: 98070)
No public funds for fracked gas infrastructure designed for corporate profits!
I am on a fixed low income. What you are trying to do here to the people is outrageous. Think of the
health and safety risk. Think long term not just short term profits. See: Marianne2020.com   for
President



284. Patricia Gahagan (ZIP code: 05650-8134)



285. Deirdre Cochran (ZIP code: 98102)



286. d goldsmith (ZIP code: 97225)
This is a BAD deal for citizens.  Big profits to the big rich and risk for the ordinary person.  Not a good
deal from any stand point (except the big money people).



287. Dean Fournier (ZIP code: 98177)











288. jean maust (ZIP code: 98589)
PSE needs to transition away from gas, oil, and coal and choose renewable energy sources. That's
what I want to pay for.



289. Dena Turner (ZIP code: 97215-2805)



290. Denise Henrikson (ZIP code: 98126)
No public funds for projects that pollute our air, water, and soil.



291. Denise Harnly (ZIP code: 98144)



292. Denis  Martynowych (ZIP code: 98106)
PSE is the local utility most responsible for destroying the liveability of our future. The best time to
change was 20 years ago. The next best time is now.



293. Dennis Michelson (ZIP code: 98026)



294. Derek Hoshiko (ZIP code: 98236)
In 2011 the International Energy Agency wrote that we must stop investing in new fossil fuel
infrastructure by 2017 to have a chance of limiting global warming to catastrophic levels. We should
not be investing in fossil fuel infrastructure anymore!



295. Devon Kellogg (ZIP code: 98052)
100% Clean Energy for a stable climate future!



296. Derek Dexheimer (ZIP code: 98108)
Fracking is incompatible with clean water, clean air, or a livable future. No public money should be
spent on infrastructure that will be instantly obsolete.



297. Desirae Fendel (ZIP code: 98502)



298. Dartanyon Pratcha (ZIP code: 98418)



299. David Gloger (ZIP code: 98133)



300. Demian Godon (ZIP code: 98103)



301. Darwin Heilman (ZIP code: 48509)



302. Deborah Hill (ZIP code: 98406)



303. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98502)



304. Diana Lloyd (ZIP code: 98387)











305. Adina Parsley (ZIP code: 98292)



306. Dina Monaghan (ZIP code: 97530)



307. Don Hamilton (ZIP code: 72227)



308. Laureen  France (ZIP code: 98199)



309. Carrie Downing (ZIP code: 98370)



310. Dianne Kelso (ZIP code: 98102)



311. Desiree Douglass (ZIP code: 98177)



312. Dave Porter (ZIP code: P8006)



313. D Stirpe (ZIP code: 97214)



314. Don  Thomsen  (ZIP code: 99202)



315. Donna Albert (ZIP code: 98563)



316. Sabine Walter (ZIP code: 98023)



317. dorinda kelley (ZIP code: 97213)



318. Dorothy Walker (ZIP code: 98335)



319. Donna Pallo-Perez (ZIP code: 98506)



320. Dana Good (ZIP code: 98102)
I have property in PSE's coverage area and I strongly object to any connection to fracked natural gas.



321. Tiffiny Fyans (ZIP code: 94709)
This is not the time for new pipelines paid for by customers who won’t get use of the resources that
they paid a large percentage of, to enrich fossil fuel industry.  It is not the time for new pipelines
period.  Ohio State just last week suffered massive explosions that destroyed human homes and
natural environment.  These are in no way safe or sustainable and we must meet these crises with
alternative infrastructure.



322. LeeAnn Gekas (ZIP code: 98506)











323. Barb Drake (ZIP code: 98133)
Fossil fuels are destroying everything we love.  The science has become real around the world to
ordinary people and governments.  To save ourselves, we MUST hold governments responsible for
turning to 100% clean renewable energy NOW.



324. Deb Reilly (ZIP code: 98070)
We in Washington State are progressive and aggressive in wanting to address climate change.  The
ownership of PSE by an Australian Consortium thats major investments are in gas production seems
incongruous with being a service provider with the local populations interest.  We need to support non
fossil fuel alternatives which have become much less expensive over the past 10 years. We need
more solar, more wind turbines. We need to help people become more energy efficient with better
heating alternatives such as mini-split heat pumps and energy efficient appliances.  Please go back to
the table and reassess your goals for our future.



325. Andrew Morrison (ZIP code: 60657)



326. George  Pate (ZIP code: 75766)



327. Kriss Kevorkian  (ZIP code: 98333)



328. Traci Drake (ZIP code: 98407)
I do not support the LNG project in Tacoma, and I absolutely do not support any fracking any where.



329. Roger  Taylor  (ZIP code: 98070 )
Just stop!



330. William Kildall (ZIP code: 98362)



331. Derek Benedict (ZIP code: 98036)



332. Diane Shaughnessy (ZIP code: 98406)



333. Diane Shisk (ZIP code: 98109)



334. Darcy Skarada (ZIP code: 95451)



335. Danon McMahan (ZIP code: 98531)



336. David Newman (ZIP code: 98133)



337. Deborah Turner (ZIP code: 98117-3551)



338. Danielle Terry (ZIP code: 98034)











339. Dawn Turner (ZIP code: 21921)



340. Anne Marie Lombardo (ZIP code: 95816)



341. Gayle Booker (ZIP code: 98365)



342. Valerie Bloem (ZIP code: 98102)



343. David Rosenfeld (ZIP code: 11230)



344. Dylan  Cate (ZIP code: 98106)



345. Grant Fujii (ZIP code: 97203)



346. Emily Hazelton (ZIP code: 98121-1027)



347. Elizabeth  Marshall  (ZIP code: 98290)



348. Elaine Anthonise (ZIP code: 98027)
No more fracked gas. Time to install wind and solar.



349. Carolynn Kohout (ZIP code: 97124)



350. Jo Hayward-Haines (ZIP code: K0L1T0)
This project threatens the safety of the environment for all living creatures, is financially unjust and
locks a fraudulent deal into place for a long time. Let's all expose and rejet this injustice.



351. Elaine Benjamin (ZIP code: 91901)



352. Erick Vasquez  (ZIP code: 98404)



353. Elise Bowditch (ZIP code: 98405)
We do not need more contaminated groundwater anywhere- especially in urban areas.



354. Eric Buhle (ZIP code: 98103)



355. Eric Williams (ZIP code: 10027)



356. Emma Nixon  (ZIP code: 98115)



357. Eric Danielson  (ZIP code: 98422)



358. Ed Bennett (ZIP code: 98660)











359. Eddie Griffiths (ZIP code: 98103)
It is an outrage that PSE customers have been charged against their knowledge or CONSENT for a 8
million gallon LNG storage tank at the Port of Tacoma.  It has been built illegally without EIS permits
on Treaty  Land owned by the Puyallup Reservation and has horrific environmental & safety
consequences for the entire region which have been ignored--yet paid for--by PSE customers.  We
repudiate these actions which put us at risk & lack our consent.



360. Stacy Oaks (ZIP code: 98271)
I am angry about paying for a project that will line shareholder pockets, but I'm even more angry and
worried about our state and local agencies continuing to do business as usual with fossil fuel
companies.  Our children have no future if we don't do everything in our power to keep remaining
fossil fuels in the ground.



361. Kathryn Wilham (ZIP code: 98392)



362. Ellen Kissman (ZIP code: 98107)



363. Patricia Henderson (ZIP code: 98023-3051)



364. Erika  Nedderman (ZIP code: 98117)



365. Erin Fox (ZIP code: 98105)



366. Frances Jane Canfield (ZIP code: 98501)
Why aren't we beyond this now?  We all know about global warming, right?



367. Kate Kourbatova (ZIP code: 98030)



368. Elaine Hickman (ZIP code: 98133)



369. Elizabeth MacGahan (ZIP code: 98122)



370. Eliana Scott-Thoennes (ZIP code: 98118)



371. Elisabeth  Benard (ZIP code: 98406)
The costs and the damages to the public and the environment are tremendous. This project is not
beneficial to anyone.



372. Cathy Oppedisano (ZIP code: L4L 8H7)



373. Elizabeth Atly (ZIP code: 98122)



374. Elizabeth Davis (ZIP code: 98550-9207)
The Puyallup Tribe has said NO more times than I can count! PSE can move towards using clean
energy and stop the assault upon Puyallup land!











375. elizabeth grant (ZIP code: 97305)



376. Elizabeth Hauser (ZIP code: 98501)



377. Ellen Moore (ZIP code: 98403)
The fact that we know catastrophic climate change is coming and that we need to decrease our
reliance on fossil fuels means that projects like these are insane.



378. Kenneth Zirinsky (ZIP code: 98407)



379. Dr Mary WALKER, MD, MPH (ZIP code: 98070)



380. Ellen McCann (ZIP code: 92027)



381. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98117)



382. Elliie Kirchner (ZIP code: 98373)
No public funds for corporate profits!



383. Elizabeth Sawyer (ZIP code: 98335)



384. Farida Dowler (ZIP code: 98122)



385. Elsa Nunes-Ueno (ZIP code: 98107)



386. elyette weinstein (ZIP code: 98501)



387. Lucrecia Choto (ZIP code: 98027)
I am asking that PSE simply do the right thing for the environment and safety of thousands of
residents. Stop building this monstrosity on the backs of rate payers! Stop being a threat to the local
livelihood! Respect the local Puyallup Tribe.



388. RACHEL FAY (ZIP code: 98103)
PLEASE STOP FUNDING FOSSIL OIL INFRASTRUCTURE AND FRACKING   WITH PUBLIC
FUNDS--WITH ANY FUNDS AND FOR ANY REASON.  RESPECT THE  MEDICINE CREEK
TREATY.



389. Emily Hall (ZIP code: 35209)



390. Emily  Willoughby  (ZIP code: 98188-3250)
While I realize that a pre-written letter may make it seem like it is not sincere, that is definitely not the
case.  I don't want PSE to add any additional fossil fuel  sources to its  repertoire.   We need to move
toward wind, solar or other sources of fuel that will NOT add to the need to clean up the messes that
occur with most of our fuel use.











391. Emma Morris (ZIP code: 98208)



392. Emily Stewart (ZIP code: 12054-2716)



393. Meg Emry (ZIP code: 55359)



394. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 08210)



395. Eva Englert-Jessen (ZIP code: 72034)



396. Emily Johnston (ZIP code: 98112)



397. James Hoffman (ZIP code: 98116)



398. Eric Bone (ZIP code: 98115)



399. J Vartanian (ZIP code: 09333)
Placing this facility on SuperFund sites, a Lahar and Tsunami zone, and an evacuation area that
includes downtown Tacoma and I-5... do you really want that as your legacy?



400. Eric Herbig (ZIP code: 98126)



401. Erika Lundahl (ZIP code: 98118)



402. Erika Ray (ZIP code: 98136)



403. Erin Stewart (ZIP code: 98012)



404. Erica Rubin (ZIP code: 98122)



405. Elliott Bales (ZIP code: 37343)



406. Kathleen Mahan (ZIP code: 98112)
The LNG tank being built in Tacoma must be halted...it is not right!



407. Erika Straus-Bowers (ZIP code: 98118)



408. Eva Cosgrove (ZIP code: 98103)



409. Leanne Ingle (ZIP code: 98501)



410. Evelyn  Gelegonya-Babare  (ZIP code: 98407)











411. Ruth Ewald (ZIP code: 98225)



412. Edith Gish (ZIP code: 98409)



413. Fiona Bennitt (ZIP code: 98008)



414. Frances Blair (ZIP code: 98388-1028)



415. Roger Martin (ZIP code: 98388)
My daughter is on a team from Oxford University (not Ol' Miss) working on infrastructure susceptible
to sea-level rise. Top on list to fail is anything sitting on landfill next to salt water. Guess where this
LNG tank is. Dumber than dirt. Asking for all sorts of trouble. Should be taken down.



416. Leonard Oaks ll (ZIP code: 98271)



417. kathleen ferrara (ZIP code: 98020)



418. Fred Hall (ZIP code: 98508)
Remove PSE LNG Storage Tank at Port of Tacoma.



419. Fialaui'a  Lamositele (ZIP code: 98225)



420. Diane  McKenzie  (ZIP code: 98366)



421. Deborah Parker (ZIP code: 98229)



422. Frank & Jean Carlton (ZIP code: 20164)



423. fred karlson (ZIP code: 98248)



424. Rose Flores (ZIP code: 98031)



425. Nel Fewel (ZIP code: 98155)



426. Molly Petersons (ZIP code: 98260)



427. Martha Koester (ZIP code: 98168)



428. Forest  Ember (ZIP code: 98502 )



429. James French (ZIP code: 98103)



430. brian  francis  (ZIP code: 98011)











ban fracking and fuels based upon it in washington state. invest in geothermal, we live on a volcano
for christ sake



431. Joel Carlson (ZIP code: 98516-3402)
Global warming fossil fuels must stay in the ground to save us from the 6th great mass extinction of
life on earth! We must only use lower cost solar and wind energy in the future. We must have
sustainable farming and estuaries that save carbon in the ground as well. This is urgent!



432. Frack  No (ZIP code: 34543)



433. Frannie  Ein (ZIP code: 98118)



434. Frederick Jonas (ZIP code: 33040)



435. kent willson (ZIP code: 98115)
No LNG fracked gas project!



436. Lisbeth Slabotsky (ZIP code: K1Z8M6)



437. Frederica Helmiere (ZIP code: 98118)



438. Francie Rutherford (ZIP code: 98112)
Abandon this LNG fracked gas project!



439. Gabrielle Olivera (ZIP code: 98109)



440. Gloria McClintock (ZIP code: 98274)



441. Gregory Penchoen (ZIP code: 98002)



442. Michael Diedrick (ZIP code: 98223)



443. Joy Gardner (ZIP code: 98026)
No Public funding when projects are not in our best interest.  The public deserves more transparency
from our public utilities in every way.



444. Gary Dirks (ZIP code: 98366)



445. Gary Brill (ZIP code: 98133)
The wrong time for the wong kind of energy. No!



446. Arnaud Gazeau (ZIP code: J2S5M5)



447. George Bedirian (ZIP code: 99163)











448. Caryl Utigard (ZIP code: 98166)
The public needs to know that natural gas when it is released warms the air 87 times more than coal
in the first 20 years.  We have 10 years to stop adding air warming pollutants to our atmosphere to
retain an earth where people can survive.



449. George Bond (ZIP code: Y)



450. Gail Ackerman (ZIP code: 98031)



451. Eugene Takahashi (ZIP code: 98177)
Fracking releases methane at every step of the process, releasing a greenhouse gas many times
more damaging than carbon dioxide. Fracking also causes massive water contamination and can
cause earthquakes. I urge you to turn down any projects that involve fossil fuels!



452. Genjo Marinello (ZIP code: 98144)



453. George Keefe (ZIP code: 98020)



454. Gerald Eysaman (ZIP code: 98402)
Stop the madness........



455. Carol Germain (ZIP code: 98424)



456. Gerald Eastman  (ZIP code: 98002)



457. Karenia Tarolli (ZIP code: 98392)
Not a penny for fracked gas and oil!



458. Gigi Gerard (ZIP code: 98407)



459. Janey Wilcox (ZIP code: 98038)



460. Ginger  Riege-Blackman  (ZIP code: 03258)
Please listen to common sense and realize public funding must be used to help better the future for
the public!



461. Mary Springer  (ZIP code: 98405)



462. Virginia Davis (ZIP code: 98072)



463. Virginia Carter (ZIP code: 30523)



464. Glen Anderson (ZIP code: 98503)
Do NOT let PSE rip us off!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!











465. Glenda Carper (ZIP code: 98125)
Nothing to like about this project that would be good for consumers nor the planet!



466. glen steele (ZIP code: 98023-2118)
You stole this land from the indigenous tribes. It's dangerous to have this LNG project so close to the
Puget Sound and  populated areas. Any leaks or disastrous events will flow right up the  hill into
Federal way and Tacoma. Putting this in my back yard so you can profit from selling to China is wrong
and I oppose the construction.



467. Jill Reifschneider (ZIP code: 98070)



468. Gloria Peterson (ZIP code: 98007)
PSE has the money for this project without passing on the cost to us.



469. Gloria Shen (ZIP code: 28805)



470. Gail Goulet (ZIP code: 98230)
PSE needs to transition off fossil fuels. Be the leaders PSE, don't go backwards or part of crimes
against humanity.



471. Roxie Gihl (ZIP code: 98310)
We can't afford to hurt the Earth (or ourselves!) any longer--  12 Years, they say that's our timeframe
to stop this tragedy that may mean "Game Over" for us and all species!



472. Laura Zerr (ZIP code: 98092)
I do not want ANY of my money going towards this horrible project! Any "profits" will not be used to
lower my bills so there is absolutely no upside! This is not in the publics best interest and it is a
disaster waiting to happen either in Tacoma or along the line!



473. Joelle Robinson (ZIP code: 98103)
Climate is my top voting issue, and biggest area of concern.



474. Syd Fredrickson (ZIP code: 98118)



475. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 33470)



476. william gorenfeld (ZIP code: 94947)



477. Gary Pierson (ZIP code: 98002)



478. Janet Hedgepath  (ZIP code: 98660)



479. Grace Sullivan (ZIP code: 98307)



480. Graham Evans (ZIP code: 98023)











481. Steven Gary (ZIP code: 98118)
Put the money into developing storage technologies for renewables.



482. Clara  (ZIP code: 15213)



483. Greg Espe (ZIP code: 98115)



484. Pamela Ng (ZIP code: 98117)
No fracked  natural gas or any gas for that matter.
Do not use customers' money for PSE's proposed LNG fracked gas project.



485. Erik Hammen  (ZIP code: 98107)



486. Gary Porter (ZIP code: 98026-7467)



487. Grace Stahre (ZIP code: 98122)
We want progress on climate change, not more infrastructure that the planet can't support.



488. Aleks  Kosowicz  (ZIP code: 54843)



489. Guila Muir (ZIP code: 98144)



490. Pedro Zurbach (ZIP code: 98122)



491. Greg Saul (ZIP code: 98501)
I am outraged that I as a PSE customer will be forced to pay for part of this irresponsible project.



492. Hally  Swift (ZIP code: 98117)



493. Rita Martello (ZIP code: 98155)



494. A Thiebaux (ZIP code: B2s3e5)
No matter what it is wrong,



495. Steve Thompson (ZIP code: 98052)
Don't allow PSE to green wash fracked gas.  Methane is many times more damaging than CO2. they
should be promoting electric heat pumps.  Mine worked perfectly during the recent cold snap.



496. Anna Humphreys (ZIP code: 98107)



497. Carolyn Hartt (ZIP code: 98408)



498. Harvey Brenneise (ZIP code: 98277)
Time to move away from fossil fuels period.











499. Hayden Anderson (ZIP code: 98370)



500. Kurt Erlanson (ZIP code: 98830)
Fracked gas has a huge "upstream" carbon footprint.  Fracked gas IS NOT A GREEN FUEL!



501. Heather Baldry (ZIP code: 98296)



502. Heidi Schutz (ZIP code: 98407)



503. Helaina Piper (ZIP code: 98146)
I do not approve of this project in any way. I'm okay finding development in wave, wind and solar but
absolutely do not support any new fossil fuel infrastructure. To charge customers and then sell to
make profit is robbery!!!!



504. Helene Costa (ZIP code: 98199)



505. Helgaleena Healingline (ZIP code: 53716)



506. angela hamilton (ZIP code: 98119)



507. Karen Winchell (ZIP code: 98271)
Keep it in the ground!



508. Matthew Hilliard (ZIP code: 98105)



509. Stanley  Shaw (ZIP code: 98505)



510. Amy Provenzano (ZIP code: 98103)
In these times more fossil fuel infrastructure is the LAST thing we need. Please think of someone
other than you and your bank account $$$



511. Kiersten Cregger (ZIP code: 98031)



512. Carol Williams (ZIP code: 09502)
Need to be more pro-active on using wind, solar and electricity for energy.



513. Hillary Sanders (ZIP code: 98021)



514. Hillary Sanders (ZIP code: 98021)



515. Hallie Sykes (ZIP code: 98109)



516. Heather Ogilvy (ZIP code: 98260)
I pay extra every month for "green" energy. Now I discover you are calling LNG green, one more of











your deceptive self promotions. I had been so proud to be your customer before I researched your
film-flam. Now I am ashamed and will do all I can to out you, including your stock interest in the LNG
company you are trying to sell to us. Please return to honesty to your customers so we can be proud
of the actual practices of your company.



517. Holli Smith (ZIP code: 98052)



518. Holly Beale (ZIP code: 98103)



519. Holly Nelson (ZIP code: 98103)



520. Don Johnson  (ZIP code: 98284)



521. Lynn Davis (ZIP code: 98942)
We are all the caretakers of Earth. Stop this money over nature mentality. It is fundamentally suicidal.
The lords of profit must be stopped.



522. Graham Hubenthal (ZIP code: 98292)



523. Heather Price (ZIP code: 98115)
No public funds to the LNG plant. 
Dr. Price 
Federal Way



524. Iain  McConnell (ZIP code: 98134)



525. Ian McPherson (ZIP code: V7A 2L4)



526. Ian McCluskey (ZIP code: 98155)



527. Isolde Daiski (ZIP code: M1M2T5)



528. Jayne Jerome (ZIP code: 83622)



529. Cristie Coffing (ZIP code: 98065)



530. David Manthey (ZIP code: 54410-9740)
Who is going to jail ?



531. Mark Faas (ZIP code: 98204)



532. Jennifer Durham (ZIP code: 98133)



533. P. J. Lincoln (ZIP code: 98424)











534. Inga Walker (ZIP code: 98404)
Our household does not support this project at all and we do not want to be footed with the bill.



535. Andrea Gruszecki (ZIP code: 98057)



536. Irene Osborn (ZIP code: 98506)
No Fracking! No profit from Fracking!



537. Irene Reep (ZIP code: 98117)
The Tacoma LNG terminal has been a legal, social justice, and environmental travesty from its
inception.  It needs to be stopped immediately before it does any more harm!



538. IRINA LELIKOVA (ZIP code: 98034)



539. Isabel Bennett (ZIP code: 98101)



540. Isa Werny (ZIP code: 98115)



541. Claudia Riedener (ZIP code: 98405)
Sadly, we have PSE gas. As soon as we can afford, we'll wean ourselves off this lousy fracked gas
for-profit who is only interested in making more money, planet and people be damned.



542. John Carlton (ZIP code: 98405)
There is sooo much wrong with this project...



543. Julie Beffa (ZIP code: 98004)
There is no end to this corporation's  propaganda to raise revenue for their shareholders at the
expense of their customers! WA state people still do not realize this is not our local utility anymore
(since 2008) called Puget Power.  Its continuous attempts to put expenditures on the backs of their
rate payers is troublesome to say the least. Stop them in their tracks please!!!



544. Leo Kucewicz (ZIP code: 19460-5922)



545. Jacquelyn Showalter (ZIP code: 98405)



546. Jennifer Heise (ZIP code: 98072)



547. Jai Boreen (ZIP code: 98250)



548. Jake Lindsay (ZIP code: 98125)
Invest in a sustainable energy plan for the planet!



549. Jacky Smith (ZIP code: GL16 7HX)
This kind of financial double-dealing has to stop. Fossil fuel companies have to stand on their own 2
feet in a free market economy - anything else fuels corruption as well as climate change.











550. Jeanne Miller (ZIP code: 98501-3753)
NO FRACKING! EVER.



551. John Mudd (ZIP code: 98021)



552. Barbara Harper (ZIP code: 95012)



553. Jane Lindley (ZIP code: 98110)



554. Jane Lister Reis (ZIP code: 98103)



555. Janel Lewis (ZIP code: 98542)
No fracking anywhere it destroys are water supply and is very dangerous for the environment.



556. Jane Mauser (ZIP code: 98116)
No Fracking in Wa!  Health, environmental and earth quake risks are not worth it. Instead abandon
fossil fuel altogether! Move to clean, green sustainable energy only - before 2025!!!!



557. Jane Neubauer (ZIP code: 98070)



558. Janet Jordan (ZIP code: 98506)



559. Janine Davis (ZIP code: 98126)



560. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98110)



561. Janna Ost (ZIP code: 98409)
I do not support this illegal project on Puyallup Tribal land.



562. Jan Lapiana (ZIP code: 98407)



563. Jared Colturi (ZIP code: 06029)



564. Jared Howe (ZIP code: 98108)



565. Jason  Williams  (ZIP code: 98070)



566. Jonathan White (ZIP code: 98034)



567. jay smith (ZIP code: 98576)
I oppose to fracked gas and do NOT want to encourage this with my $$$



568. Gill Redshaw (ZIP code: 38689)











569. John Bartley (ZIP code: 98407)



570. Barbara Church (ZIP code: 98422)



571. Eric Ericson (ZIP code: 90272-4329)



572. John Hughes (ZIP code: 98118)



573. Jack Robinson (ZIP code: 98082)



574. Jean  Berolzheimer  (ZIP code: 98070)



575. Jeanie Garrity (ZIP code: 98402))



576. Jean Johnston (ZIP code: 37322)



577. Joan Bowers (ZIP code: 98125)



578. Jennifer Hyder (ZIP code: 98387)



579. Jeffrey Panciera (ZIP code: 98118)
Energy companies must be agile enough to pivot to renewables - for the planet



580. Jeff Thiel (ZIP code: 98006)
I want clean energy.  Now.  I don't want to pay for more dirty energy infrastructure that will pollute our
climate for years to come.



581. Jenifer Davis (ZIP code: 98467)



582. Jennifer Dyck (ZIP code: 86022)



583. Jennifer Johnson (ZIP code: 98199-3569)



584. jenny leigh (ZIP code: GL18 1NY)
Respect the Medicine Creek Treaty. Respect the Natural world that you are part of.  Forget this
fracking and   live with love for your descendants



585. Jen McGill (ZIP code: 98236)



586. Jerahmeel Males (ZIP code: 98502)



587. Jess Wallach (ZIP code: 98115)











588. Jessica Scalzo (ZIP code: 98144)
With all the green energy opportunities, fracking needs to be obsolete! Thank you.



589. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98107)



590. Jean Goetinck (ZIP code: 85746)



591. Margaret Green (ZIP code: 98516)



592. JJ L. (ZIP code: 98501)
We are absolutely opposed to paying for infrastructure on dirty fossil fuels, when our money---our
taxes, our high energy bills---are not being used as they should: for alternative energy infrastructure.  
WE'RE sick and tired of supporting that which devastates our future.  WE demand this STOP!  It
violates treaty rights, our personal rights to have our taxes represent OUR interests, and OUR future.



This is unacceptable. WE will not allow this use of our $$ for the profit of PSE.  
My power has gone out 3 times over the last week, once for 2 days.  PSE wants to give me $10 to
cover that.  And I'm sure I'm one of the 'lucky' ones to get any compensation at all.
WTF??!!!   PSE does not do right by its customers, and we are supposed to pony up for it's profits?
Why?????



We need to get rid of PSE in the equation of our energy future....they are not FOR the citizens of
Washington, they are FOR themselves.  
DISGUSTING, AND UNACCEPTABLE.`



593. RJ J. (ZIP code: 98501)
TOTALLY against this. 
PSE profits do not help our communities....they line their own  pockets. 
PSE is ruining our future, our children's future, and they want us to pay for it???  Build infrastructure
for alternative energy---for clean sources----and we'll agree to it. Otherwise FORGET IT!!!
NO WAY!!!!



594. Janet Higbee-Robinson (ZIP code: 98406)



595. Jill Simpson (ZIP code: 98033)



596. Jill Neumeister (ZIP code: 98335)



597. Jill Eckhart  (ZIP code: 98033)
Fracking has been proven to be unsafe and doesn’t get us any closer to goals around clean energy
sources. End fracking now!



598. Jim Bernthal (ZIP code: 98118)
This is a terrible project on many levels, including the financial rip-off of us residential gas customers
of PSE.  Much more critical is how much this fracked gas project advances rather than fights against
climate change and destructive results of such.  Stop the project now!











599. Jeffery Denton (ZIP code: 98270)



600. James Williams (ZIP code: 98403)



601. Jeanne Deller (ZIP code: 98006)
These proposals to further pollute and rip off the public are fraudulent.



602. Joan Kelly (ZIP code: 98117)



603. Janet Delaney (ZIP code: 78731)



604. Jaci  Leavitt (ZIP code: 98026)



605. John Flynn (ZIP code: 98103)



606. Janice Robertson (ZIP code: 10021)
No public funds should be spent on fracked gas. It's destructive to the earth and toxic for human
beings. Just say NO!



607. Joan  Winkler  (ZIP code: 29615)



608. Jennifer Macdonald (ZIP code: M1E 1X6)
So NOT okay....shame on YOU!



609. Julianne Martinson (ZIP code: 98201)



610. Janet Wynne (ZIP code: 98229)



611. Jaime Pardo (ZIP code: 98001)



612. Margaret Knudson (ZIP code: 98502)



613. Jefri  Twiner (ZIP code: 98466)



614. Joann Varnell (ZIP code: 98404)



615. Joanna Chesnut (ZIP code: 98446)
So glad I am not a PSE customer!  I would be furious if I had to pay for this.



616. Joanne Schoettler (ZIP code: 98136)



617. Joann Ramos (ZIP code: 08830)
Let the business that will profit from the project pay for its own facility.  To do otherwise is idiocy.











618. Jodie Galvan (ZIP code: 98034)
100% green power 100% of the time!



619. Joe Basirico (ZIP code: 98116)



620. Joseph McAree (ZIP code: 98467)



621. John Mixon (ZIP code: 98115)



622. John Shifley (ZIP code: 98118)



623. John Burrows (ZIP code: 99201)



624. John Jagodzinski (ZIP code: H4B 1W7)



625. Joanne Bellamy  (ZIP code: K0L1C0 )



626. Jonathan Bergeron (ZIP code: 98406)
We don’t want this! Focus on renewable resources and other avenues! The planet is dying and you
fuckers are trying to scrape what little cash there is left to be made off an industry that has caused so
much damage to it! Stop this insanity now!



627. Jon Reinsch (ZIP code: 98119)



628. Jon Stevens (ZIP code: 98125)



629. Jonathan  Peebles  (ZIP code: 98201)



630. Sandra Joos (ZIP code: 97239)



631. Joe Hiss (ZIP code: 98501)
Any action that further facilitates use of fossil fuels is unacceptable in this day and age.  We know
enough now to take action.  Please, Utilities and Transportation Commission,  Washington
Department of Ecology,  and Army Corps of Engineers,  don't let this project go through!  PSE is
again sending good people to our neighborhoods encouraging us to go green by paying a little more.
At the same time, PSE proposes building 4 more fossil fuel plants in the next 20 years.  PSE
managers and customers ought to cooperate  and get their utility off fossil fuels quickly!



632. Jordan Van Voast (ZIP code: 98144)



633. Joyce Hoggatt (ZIP code: 98625)



634. Joy Caddock (ZIP code: 98403)
This project is shortsighted from every imaginable angle.











635. Jeanette Passty (ZIP code: 78203)



636. JP Kemmick (ZIP code: 98115)



637. Jacquelyn Whalen (ZIP code: 98354)
PSE should not be selling fracked gas - period!  Its carbon foot print is disasterous.  Investments must
be made only in clean fuel products..  A mega for profit corporation such as PSE should be leading
the way in clean fuels and clean energy.  All the upper[tier managers should be forced to live next
door to a fracking operation and live with the toxic pollution it generates; they should be made to drink
the polluted water that fracking causes.  It is the industrial and maritime customers who should be
paying for the infrastructure, not the residential customers.  Leave the  liquified fracked gas in the
ground.  It is a toxic mess, the methane gas associated with this project is accellerating climate
change and global warming.  This project is a mockery of our governor Jay Inslee's laudable goal of
Washington state leading the way in fighting climate change and global warming.



638. Janet Hendrickson (ZIP code: 98125)



639. Jennifer  Sanchez (ZIP code: 98432)



640. Jason Smith (ZIP code: 98003)



641. Joel  Stewart (ZIP code: 98502)



642. Joan Kelly (ZIP code: 98117)



643. Jimmy Kintzele (ZIP code: 98284)
Do the right thing!



644. Judith Bendersky (ZIP code: 98512)
No to supporting fracked gas



645. Judith Knight (ZIP code: 98406)



646. Judith Johnson (ZIP code: 98499)



647. Juliet VanEenwyk (ZIP code: 98507)
Please don't use fracked gas!!!



648. Julia Singer (ZIP code: 98133)



649. Julie  Collison  (ZIP code: 98445)
Please don't support fracking operations. They destroy nature and wildlife and it is gone. Stripped
land filled with horrible chemicals. Pipeline goes through our Salish Sea isn't that bad enough?



650. Julie Glover (ZIP code: 98236)











There are SO MANY REASONS not to support this LNG fracked gas project! PLEASE DON'T
SUPPORT IT!



651. Julie Meghji (ZIP code: 98052)
No public funds should be spent on Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG project as it is clearly not in
our best interest, funds including approved rate-payer increases, tax breaks, subsidies, or other
monetary incentives!!!



652. Julie Andrzejewski (ZIP code: 98388)
I strongly object to the LNG plant for many many reasons.  This is just one of them.  I hold our elected
officials who supported this responsible for all the negative consequences of this plant!  We should
vote them out!



653. Joe Wiederhold (ZIP code: 98229)



654. Karin Bickham (ZIP code: 98409)



655. Kara Chabot (ZIP code: 98223-8963)



656. Karen Francis (ZIP code: 98003)



657. Karen Schneider (ZIP code: 98103)



658. Karen Stansbery (ZIP code: 98926)



659. Kari Graydon (ZIP code: 98028)
I do not want to contribute on this project. Please pursue renewable energy sources instead.



660. Karry Muzzey (ZIP code: 02130)
Fossil fuel infrastructure must not be paid for by unwilling ratepayers who may not want to lock their
communities into continued use of fossil fuels for decades to come. Public funds must not be used to
pay for the Puget Sound Energy proposed LNG fracked gas project!!



661. Kasey Moniz (ZIP code: 98105)



662. Kate Butt (ZIP code: 98052)
Originally from Tacoma, I am vehemently opposed to fracking and the LNG plant. The risk of
catastrophic environmental pollution is great.



663. Katelyn Wiedeman (ZIP code: 98092)



664. Katherine Bos (ZIP code: 98335)



665. Katherine Hanson (ZIP code: 98403)











666. Kathleen Mason (ZIP code: 98053)



667. Katherine Cowles (ZIP code: 98102)



668. Kathy Dawson (ZIP code: 98103)
The facility is unnecessary, overly expensive, and a morally offensive expansion of the use of fracked
gas. Stop the LNG facility in Tacoma now!



669. Katie Russell (ZIP code: 98403)



670. Kate Schroder (ZIP code: 98501-4161)
No support for fracking, please, leave remaining fossil fuels in the ground.



671. Katherine Chesick (ZIP code: 98125)



672. Karen Cowgill (ZIP code: 98122)



673. Alicia Keefe (ZIP code: 98125)



674. Cornelia Shearer (ZIP code: 98092)



675. Kellie McGivney  (ZIP code: 98406)



676. Kelly Besmer (ZIP code: 98065)



677. Kelly George (ZIP code: 98012)



678. Kelly Fine (ZIP code: 98008)



679. Dina Pearl-Thomas (ZIP code: 98225)



680. Sophia Keller (ZIP code: 98146)



681. Ken Yasuhara (ZIP code: 98107)



682. Kenra brewer (ZIP code: 98404)



683. Kent Kollmorgen (ZIP code: 98034)



684. Karen Richter (ZIP code: 98135)



685. Kerrie  Schurr (ZIP code: 98116)











686. Kevin Schmidt (ZIP code: 98110)
stop it, Stop It, STOP IT!!



687. Kevin Gallagher (ZIP code: 98155-6620)



688. Kevin Jones (ZIP code: 98070)
Equitable representation is a hallmark of a representative democracy.  I look forward to our elected
officials and agencies tasked with regulating investor owned utilities to address any unequitable
distribution of costs between PSE customers, both commercial and residential.



689. Kevin O'Halloran (ZIP code: 98110)



690. Kevin Schmidt (ZIP code: 98006)



691. Kelly Latimer (ZIP code: 98404)



692. Karen Fisher (ZIP code: 98248)



693. Kim Fox (ZIP code: 97477)



694. Katie Graham  (ZIP code: 98118)



695. Kay Grubola (ZIP code: 40222-5910)



696. Heena Khatri  (ZIP code: 98004)



697. Kristi Weir (ZIP code: 98006)



698. Kimberly Arbuckle (ZIP code: 40203)



699. Kim Goddu (ZIP code: 98103)



700. Kirsten  Branson-Meyer  (ZIP code: 98061)



701. KIRSTIN WAGNER (ZIP code: 98107)



702. Kathleen Sears (ZIP code: 98020)



703. Kathryn Jacobs (ZIP code: 98816)



704. Kay Brainerd  (ZIP code: 48111)



705. Katya  Higginbotham  (ZIP code: 98014)











706. Kathy McFall-Butler (ZIP code: 98023)
We all know this is a very dangerous, (potentially lethal) project within a major population center. Stop
it!!! Just stop!!!



707. Kristin Giordano (ZIP code: 98403)



708. Katherine Seiler (ZIP code: 98512)



709. Katherine Seibel (ZIP code: 98109)



710. Garrett Tatsumi (ZIP code: 98501)
NO WAY!   WTH?!!



711. Karen Kaemerer (ZIP code: 98404)



712. Kris  Niznik (ZIP code: )



713. Kristen  Bryant  (ZIP code: 98005)



714. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98121)



715. Kristy  Fry (ZIP code: 98404)
I'm in the area overlooking this site, it's not a safe location for me or my family.



716. Krysta Yousoufian (ZIP code: 98115)



717. Katie Scherling (ZIP code: 98407)



718. Thomasin Kellermann (ZIP code: 02864-6219)
Courts have ruled in New England that customers should not bear the burden of constructing
pipelines and other infrastructure.



719. Kurt Fickeisen (ZIP code: 98125)
I just installed solar panels on my roof.  As soon as possible I will stop using PSE natural gas for heat



720. Kwan Wah Lui (ZIP code: 98104)
Utilities should be publically owned!



721. Kyle Johnson (ZIP code: 98058)



722. Kyle (350) de Beausset (ZIP code: 48138)



723. Kyle Taylor Lucas (ZIP code: 98512)
Honor the Medicine Creek Treaty and the Puyallup Tribe!











724. Elaine  Field (ZIP code: 98021)
I am a PSE customer and I do not want to pay for fracked gas.  Do the right thing!



725. Carol Else (ZIP code: 98498-1151)



726. Lisa Anderson (ZIP code: 98038)



727. Lark Dahl (ZIP code: 99498)



728. Dee Cappelletti (ZIP code: 98034)
KEEP IT IN THE GROUND!!!



729. Lael White (ZIP code: 98043)
No  LNG facility, no fracking, no export of fracked gas. Stop PSE from proceeding with the LNG
facility.



730. Laird Desmond (ZIP code: 98466)



731. Lloyd Johnston (ZIP code: 98125)
This is just another standard practice for PSE. It's time to replace PSE with a PUD!



732. Lane Hatfield  (ZIP code: 98501)



733. Lane Hatfield  (ZIP code: 98501)



734. Lane Lindberg (ZIP code: 98368)



735. Larry Hill (ZIP code: 98516)



736. Lars Liden (ZIP code: 98112)



737. Laura Groothedde (ZIP code: 30763)



738. Laura Hanks (ZIP code: 97222)



739. Laura Rose (ZIP code: 98374)



740. Laura Schleyer  (ZIP code: 98506)



741. Laura Skiles-Bundy (ZIP code: 981777)



742. marguery lee zucker (ZIP code: 97403-2040)











743. Lee Hawkins (ZIP code: 98204)



744. Keith Cowan (ZIP code: 98126)



745. Darci Price (ZIP code: 98405)



746. Leonie de Young (ZIP code: M1B 1J6)



747. Leonard Wainstein (ZIP code: 98126)



748. Les Berenson MD (ZIP code: 98103)



749. Leslie Geller (ZIP code: 98006)
I don't think ANY FUNDS should be spent on any fracking project. Period.



750. Leslie Kreher (ZIP code: 98272)



751. Leslie McQuistin (ZIP code: 98422)



752. Leslie Stephens (ZIP code: 98198)



753. Lester  Pogue  (ZIP code: 98405)
Wake Up and do the right thing! Peace Love & Guidance



754. Levon Hiatt (ZIP code: 66044)



755. Lily Frenette (ZIP code: 98105)



756. Laura Gibbons (ZIP code: 98118)
Keep our planet habitable!



757. Lars Henrikson (ZIP code: 98126)



758. Libby Hazen (ZIP code: 98225)
Any new energy infrastructure should be created for renewal energy, not fossel fuel!  We must 
do what we can to heal our planet.



759. Liisa Wale (ZIP code: 98226)



760. Janet Neice (ZIP code: 98177)



761. lena norris (ZIP code: 98004)











762. Suz Babayan (ZIP code: 98177)



763. Lily van Gemert  (ZIP code: 98065)
Say no to fracking around!



764. Lin Meadow (ZIP code: 98120)



765. linda Bautista (ZIP code: 98403)



766. Linda Boyd (ZIP code: 98004)



767. Linda Horst (ZIP code: 98626)



768. Linda Julien (ZIP code: 98133)



769. Linda Carroll  (ZIP code: 99205)
As a Washington native, resident, homeowner, taxpayer and voter who wants a clean environment, I
do not want this LNG project, which will process dirty and antiquated fossil fuel, in our state
and least of all with public money. Our money should go to clean renewables that will put our state at
the forefront of this emerging, important new industry.



770. Linda Carroll  (ZIP code: 99205)
As a Washington native, resident, voter, homeowner, and taxpayer, I do not wish to see my state
despoiled and my tax dollars used to create a facility that will produce private profit.



771. Linda Murtfeldt (ZIP code: 98177)
Fracked gas will lead to greater Global Climate Change and PSE's Tacoma LNG project would be in
violation of the Medicine Creek Treaty.  PSE's fracked gas project needs to be stopped.



772. Linda Reilly (ZIP code: 985024733)



773. Linda Wright (ZIP code: 98121)



774. Britany  Lindley  (ZIP code: 98106)
We need to stop making the same mistakes repeatedly. Stop choosing money over our planet.



775. Lindsay Whitemarsh (ZIP code: 98370)



776. Lindsey McCarthy (ZIP code: 98065)
Do not frack in our state!!!!!!!



777. Steve Lindstrom (ZIP code: 53207)



778. Linera Lucas (ZIP code: 98070)











779. Beth Chapple (ZIP code: 98155)



780. Lin Provost (ZIP code: 98144)



781. L Dufresne (ZIP code: 80521)
STOP.  NOW!



782. Lisa Marcus (ZIP code: 98103)



783. Lisa Barton (ZIP code: 98026)



784. Lisa Mallant (ZIP code: 98296)
Focus on the future with renewable clean energy!



785. Liza  Martin (ZIP code: 98008)



786. Liz Spoerri (ZIP code: 98136)



787. Jay Pine (ZIP code: 98368)



788. Liana Krause (ZIP code: 95148)



789. Linda Noordman-Velebir  (ZIP code: 98045)



790. Louise Wessel (ZIP code: 98003)
This is horrible hardly able to pay the bill I receive now.  Do not let this happen to customers of this
monopoly.  Protect the citizens against this robbery by the company.



791. Lorraine Marie (ZIP code: 99114)
Public funds absolutely need to target healthy and climate-friendly energy projects--not retrograde
fracked gas projects.



792. Julie Lonneman  (ZIP code: 98225)



793. Lorie Lucky (ZIP code: 98198)



794. Lori Stefano (ZIP code: 98597)



795. Lorna Walker (ZIP code: 98013)
Thanks to Gov Inslee to stand up against Tacoma’s fracking - it needs to stop for many reasons
especially salmon habitat



796. Lorraine Johnson (ZIP code: 98125-2603)











797. Lorraine Foster (ZIP code: 97202)



798. Louise Andersen (ZIP code: 98405)



799. Louise Green (ZIP code: 98126)



800. Louann Chapman (ZIP code: 98225)
Outrageous. It's time to fight these crooked moves by PSE and support clean energy projects instead.
Go GREEN!!! NOW!!!



801. Linda Paravagna (ZIP code: 94598)



802. Leah Staub (ZIP code: 98408)



803. Chris Murphy (ZIP code: 98422)
No money from current users for Fracked Gas!!!!



804. Lucinda Stroud (ZIP code: 98119)



805. Maja Zavaljevski (ZIP code: 98102)



806. Lyla Medeiros (ZIP code: 98040)



807. Karen Vanderbilt  (ZIP code: 98260)



808. Lynne Oulman (ZIP code: 98225)



809. Lynne Ashton (ZIP code: 98342)



810. Lynn Brevig (ZIP code: 98125)



811. Travis Klopfenstine (ZIP code: 98208)



812. L. Adams (ZIP code: 92026)



813. MARLES BLACKBIRD (ZIP code: 98501)



814. Alexis Macdonald (ZIP code: 98417)
Please don’t do this



815. Alex Mach (ZIP code: 98466)



816. Marco Deppe (ZIP code: 98126)











817. Madeleine Sosin-Rocha (ZIP code: 98136)



818. Shanti Volkmann  (ZIP code: 98144)
Sick and tired of PSE not getting the message! Shameful.



819. Maurice Lacunza (ZIP code: 98403)
i was a pse customer and will be again when i have a meter installed



820. Beverly Taylor Hastings (ZIP code: 98502)
I am against  the LNG fracked gas project for many reasons, but  l'll start with the Medicine Creek
Treaty.  The proposed LNG facility is trespassing  on  First Nation's land.



821. Daniel Raphael (ZIP code: 98405)



822. Emmy Bell (ZIP code: 98070)



823. Gordon Philip Baldwin (ZIP code: 98122-3042)
Shame! Stop your Greed!



824. Eileen Newton (ZIP code: 98465)



825. Miguel Ramos (ZIP code: 98248)



826. Sarah Lansaw (ZIP code: 12009)



827. Mara Rockwell (ZIP code: 98340)



828. Mirko Clarke  (ZIP code: 98371)



829. Margaret Berger (ZIP code: 98118)



830. Margo Rolf (ZIP code: 98023)



831. Marilyn  Foley (ZIP code: 98466)



832. Marlene Mansulla (ZIP code: 98409)



833. maroesja van oeveren (ZIP code: xxxxx)
keep up the fight



834. Marta Hullihen (ZIP code: 98387)



835. Marta Peterson (ZIP code: 98368)











836. Martha Groom (ZIP code: 98103)
This is not acceptable.  I don't have a different option for my home, but if I did, I would switch unless
they drop the LNG project.  It is time to shift to renewables as fast as possible. Invest that money in
renewables!



837. Marti Lambert (ZIP code: 98466)



838. Martine Smets (ZIP code: 98008)
We need clean energy now, not fracked gas that destroys the boreal forests of Canada.
Thank you for listening!



839. Martin Adams (ZIP code: 98070)



840. Mary Baville (ZIP code: 91773)



841. Mary Dougherty (ZIP code: 98008)



842. Mary Paterson  (ZIP code: 98125)
Dear elected representatives  and agency officials , please watch “chasing methane” on YouTube.



843. Mary Karen Brown  (ZIP code: 98110)
I was at the hearing against the plant in Tacoma a year ago and was so inspired by the articulate
young people who were there expressing their opposition!



844. Marylin Olds (ZIP code: 98346)



845. Mary McCann (ZIP code: 98502)



846. Mary Watt (ZIP code: 98503)
Make the companies who want the gas to pay for the structure for the gas.



847. Mary Weir (ZIP code: 98126)



848. MaryAnn Seward (ZIP code: 98368)



849. Matthew Boguske (ZIP code: 98052)



850. Matthew  Horwitz  (ZIP code: 98118)
The time to act is now. Our children’s future depends on it. Close this abomination down.



851. Kim Seater (ZIP code: 98146)



852. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 99633)
WATER IS LIFE! And impacts for future generations must be considered in the costs.











853. Maureen Burns (ZIP code: 98038)



854. Jeremy Kunz (ZIP code: 98405)



855. Maureen Traxler (ZIP code: 98177)



856. Marilyn Mayers (ZIP code: 98008)



857. Deborah  Jenson  (ZIP code: 98387)



858. Megan Baker (ZIP code: 65810)



859. Michael Bordenave (ZIP code: 93728)



860. Mary Percival (ZIP code: 98359)



861. Dave McCaul (ZIP code: 98133)



862. Rachel McDonald (ZIP code: 98126)



863. Brent McFarlane (ZIP code: 98133)



864. Alora McGavin (ZIP code: 98118)



865. Donlon McGovern (ZIP code: 97211)
I'm an Oregonian but what happens in Washington State to degrade the environment makes us
neighbors less safe..



866. Virginia McMillan (ZIP code: 98026)



867. David McInturff (ZIP code: 98466)
Dirty LNG shouldn’t be publicly funded.  We need to fund clean energy options



868. Whitney McMannis (ZIP code: 04605)



869.  m Darling (ZIP code: 98405)



870. Cindy M.  Dutka (ZIP code: 19151-3740)



871. Meredith Dorrance (ZIP code: 98105)
We just installed solar panels and are delighted to doing our part to generate clean, renewable
energy. There is no place for fossil fuel in our new economy,











872. Michele Timm (ZIP code: 98103)



873. Brandon Wilder (ZIP code: 98512)



874. Megan Guaraglia  (ZIP code: 98226)



875. Meghan Schuyler (ZIP code: 98416)



876. karen farnsworth (ZIP code: 98136)



877. Matt Hartman (ZIP code: 98125)



878. Meilee Anderson (ZIP code: 98422)



879. Melecio Vega (ZIP code: 98115)



880. Melissa McNally (ZIP code: 98112)



881. Melissa  Bill (ZIP code: 98402)



882. Melvin Mackey (ZIP code: 98070)
It's time to stop the pollution and begin working toward a carbon free electrical system.



883. Barbara Menne (ZIP code: 98406-6919)



884. Meredith Gilbert (ZIP code: 98125)



885. Merrilee Runyan (ZIP code: 98070)



886. Meryle A. Korn (ZIP code: 98226)
Please block any expanded use of or infrastructure for fracked gas by Puget Sound Energy (PSE).
Their project would use public funds - PSE customers' money - to cover the costs of this expansion,
while we (the customers) would use about 2% of the energy derived from the project.  Any profits
would be taken from our pockets and transferred to PSE shareholders.  This is a corporate version of
"taxation without representation," and ratepayers would have no way to opt out.  Again, please block
PSE's money-grab.



887. Carolyn C. Cooper (ZIP code: 98107)



888. Mike  (ZIP code: 98422)



889. Melissa Heithaus (ZIP code: 75081-4176)











890. Jennifer Hiam (ZIP code: 98446)



891. Megan Motley (ZIP code: 98028)
As a customer I strongly condemn PSE's actions and continued reliance on fracked gas.



892. Martina Hildreth (ZIP code: 98105)



893. Michelle Huelmann (ZIP code: 98065)



894. Mara  (ZIP code: 98144)



895. Michael  Foster (ZIP code: 98103)



896. Michael Brokaw (ZIP code: 98155)



897. Michael  Dryden  (ZIP code: 98168)



898. Michael Felber (ZIP code: 98368)



899. Michael Bailey (ZIP code: 98144)
Don't do it. We deserve better, especially if we're footing the bill for our own destruction.



900. Mike Conlan (ZIP code: 98052-4588)



901. Mike Young (ZIP code: 98006)
Governor Inslee is talking a good game about our environment, climate, and fossil fuels. Integrity
requires walking the walk as well - this project shouldn't even be permitted, and the WUTC should not
permit PSE to recover any of its  costs from residential customers.



902. Michael Smith (ZIP code: 98902)
Stop subsidizing capitalists !



903. Mike Pelly (ZIP code: 98502)



904. Mimi Stewart (ZIP code: 98110)



905. Julia Minugh (ZIP code: 98198)
Keep the children out of the medicine cabinet.



906. Miranda Hammer (ZIP code: 98405)



907. Mireille Urbain (ZIP code: 13000)











908. Natalie  Rickman (ZIP code: 98367)



909. Robin Troyer-Guise (ZIP code: 98408-6509)



910. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98031)
It’s time to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels, not add more to the grid!



911. Annette Ademasu (ZIP code: 98155)



912. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98052)
Why, when we need to move forward anyway, is PSE not investing in clean energy???



913. M. Langelan (ZIP code: 20815)



914. Maradel Gale (ZIP code: 98110)



915. marilyn kimmerling (ZIP code: 98407)



916. Maude  Laslie (ZIP code: 98422-1834)
I live in NE Tacoma.  If  PSE wants to truly serve its present and future customers it will use its
resources to transition to non-fossil fuel clean energy sources.  At minimum PSE should make the
effort to address the safety concerns  of Tacoma citizens and customers;  and should especially
address the illegality of breaking the Medicine Creek Treaty.  PSE should stop ignoring the rights of
the Puyallup Tribe.  



The PSE public advertising program for the LNG terminal is an insult to its customers and to anyone
concerned about the environment.  



917. MaryLee Mahar (ZIP code: 98119)



918. Mary Lingo (ZIP code: 98065)



919. Marti  MacDougall  (ZIP code: 98199)



920. Marion  Marsh  (ZIP code: 53122)
Please!



921. Mary McMinn (ZIP code: 98926)
Are we ever going to stop extraction and give something back instead. ALL the news is gloomy: War
and disaster, floods, hurricanes. STOP!  Wait 5 years. That gas isn’t going anywhere.  If what occurs
doesn’t convince you we are headed for a depression two times as bad as the Great Depression, then
extract the very guts of this earth to your hearts content.



922. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98052)











923. Mo Canny (ZIP code: 98516)



924. molly frankel (ZIP code: 98366)
Think about your grandchildren.



925. Fran Russum (ZIP code: 98404)
No fracking in Washington.  Not today, not tomorrow, not ever.



926. Michael Rodgerson (ZIP code: 06790)



927. Monika  Holm  (ZIP code: 98102)



928. Susan Montacute (ZIP code: 98108)
Please allocate NO FUNDS to PSE's LNG fracked gas project!!



929. miki takada (ZIP code: 98146)



930. Nelsen Spickard (ZIP code: 98110)



931. Morgan Michel (ZIP code: 98115)



932. arvia morris (ZIP code: 98105)



933. Lin Hagedorn (ZIP code: 98077)



934. Martha Cross (ZIP code: 98007)



935. mike morawski (ZIP code: 95490)
No Freakin' Frackin'!



936. Michael Wenzel (ZIP code: 98270)



937. Marina Ruiz (ZIP code: 98115)
Fracking it’s absurd a plain NO! I am a customer please don’t destroy our land!



938. Martha Schmidt (ZIP code: 98021)



939. Marlene Clark (ZIP code: 98506)



940. Mary Shabbott (ZIP code: 33950)



941. Michelle Skinner (ZIP code: 95446)











942. Martine  Smets (ZIP code: 98008)
We need to invest in renewable energies, not fossil fuels. Can we have a government-run, local utility
service  to meet our energy needs instead of a non-local, for-profit company that completely
disregards the impact of their strategy on our environment?
Thank you!



943. Maia Syfers (ZIP code: 98070)
It is outrageous to me that ratepayers are essentially held hostage to the profiteering of corporate
energy companies.  Our environment is also being held hostage to these unnecessary and
misrepresented projects designed to increase profits for PSE.  Now is the time to take ambitious
steps toward REAL clean energy.  Fracked gas is NOT clean energy and this is an unacceptable
rationalization for this profit driven plan.  Methane is up to 86 x more potent as a greenhouse gas than
carbon, and only a 3% leakage rate will create greenhouse effects equal or worse than coal.  I don't
want to pay for environmental disaster to enrich PSE!



944. Mark Szabo (ZIP code: 80934)



945. Christine Kellogg (ZIP code: 98908)



946. Laura  Crandall (ZIP code: 98290)



947. Megan Slade (ZIP code: 98108)
Be responsible and keep it in the ground. My 4 yr old and his friends are depending on strong , bold
moral action on climate change.



948. Mary Moore (ZIP code: 98502)
Cancel the LNG project!



949. Michael Droske (ZIP code: 98116)



950. Nanette Reetz (ZIP code: 98023)
Protect our children's future and stop this fracked gas project Now!



951. Nancy Johnson (ZIP code: 98020)



952. Nancy Adam (ZIP code: 98110)



953. Nancy Hansen (ZIP code: 98028)
I am extremely sorry I had a gas line put in just because I wanted to cook on gas for the first time in
my life.  I see the whole thing was subsidized since I paid nothing for it.  I don't think PSE customers
are getting the whole picture.  After having done a study on rates in 3 counties in Washington,
because I had access to utility bills from mine and 2 others, I see that Peninsula Light (owned by the
users through shares purchased when you sign up) came out to be the most fair deal for customers,
as well as much less expensive than PSE in Kitsap County or PUD3 in M ason County.  This was
prior to the drastic changes we are now seeing with PSE policies.











954. nancy corr (ZIP code: 98198)



955. nancy Ritzenthaler (ZIP code: 98116)
Please we do not need LNG fracked gas while there are so many opportunities for solar and wind in
this area.



956. Robert Soltess (ZIP code: 98332)



957. tasha essen (ZIP code: 98112)



958. Natalie Williams (ZIP code: 98092)
Didn't get all the permits.  No tribal reps on the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.  Flawed SEIS.
Residents and the Salish Sea endangered by it's presence and PSE's bad track record.  12 Years to
reduce Greenhouse Gases by 7% each Year or we're on our way to Extinction.  For these reasons
and more, this project SUCKS.  Expect more resistance because We the People are Beyond Tired of
No Representation for Our Sacrifices, Hard Work and Taxation.



959. Summer Stevens (ZIP code: 99179)



960. Neil Provo (ZIP code: 98072)



961. Meredith Moench (ZIP code: 98262)



962. Nicholas Etheredge (ZIP code: 98109)



963. Nicole Gifford (ZIP code: 98166)



964. nic curtright (ZIP code: 98125)



965. Nikie Walters (ZIP code: 98408)
I used to be a PSE customer. I had to put solar on my home. Not that long ago I called PSE to my
home and they came  with their going green with LNG truck covered in black soot all over the back of
it from their filthy burning LNG when they came to  cap off their gas lines and remove their gas meter
from my home. We figured out how we can do our part to  not feed the monster and now my family
can live at ease in our own home after PSE's corrupt plan was illegally shoved forward to take
advantage of us, all the ratepayers and good people of this community! We WILL NOT allow
ourselves to be knowingly taken advantage of by any person or company not now and not ever and
we will always do whatever we can and have to to be sure of that!  This monstrosity is an absolute
shame and disgrace to all Americans and 1st Nations People as it is dishonest, disingenuous,
unethical and its corruption digs deeper and deeper into the very core of humanity's moral fiber as
well as  the fractured earth it exploits and thieves from as every day goes by and its continuously
being allowed to built illegally without permits and without so much as consultation with the 1st
Nations peoples  whos treaty rights it violates and illegally rams its pipelines through their federally
reserved lands. The pipeline  permit  granted by the city of Fife was nothing more than a sewer
pipeline permit and we watched PSE's construction company dump bag after bag of toxic chemicals
into the grounds of wetlands. The people living in that neighborhood never received notice of











construction and came out of their homes asking US what's going on. When we questioned PSE, on
camera, about this we were told "It's not our fault if people don't read their mail" as if that is
substantial notice when the permit from Fife states right on there that they must do a door to door
notice in every household . On top of that, the people of this neighborhood live on aquifers and
researched to discover their wells are now at risk of poisonous contamination at the hand of PSE!
That's besides the blast zone that PSE refuses to acknowledge even after the Tacoma Fire
Department reports that a blast zone DOES exist with this bomb which is also surrounded by other
refineries, in proximity of a detention center where over 1,500 refugees would be forced to die as they
shelter in place while guards are allowed to flee, on a liquefaction zone, in a lahar zone, on the most
dangerous faultline in the world and without protections from terrorist attacks! This is more than
unacceptable,this is a living nightmare in our own backyard and I and we DEMAND that it is stopped,
removed and nothing like this ever happens to the good people of this or any community ever again!
ESPECIALLY WHEN WE HAVE OTHER, BETTER CHOICES AND SOLUTIONS TO THIS ENERGY
ISSUE NOW THAT HEMP IS FEDERALLY LEGAL!! Let's work together, start making sure we all
have adequate public notice so the tax paying people, WHO OWN THIS PORT, can have a say and
be able to speak up and out to even be able to offer their voice and real solutions before we are
drowning or blowing up in this unneeded and avoidable disaster that PSE is forcing on us! FOSSIL
FUELS ARE ABOUT TO BE OUTDATED! We are in the beginning stages of a major cultural shift to
free ourselves from this forced dependency to fossil fuels and all the people and agencies involved in
this know this is fact. That's why we cannot allow PSE to lock us into 50 years of new polluting  fossil
fuel infrastructure for their own profit especially when we know climate change is going to unavoidably
raise our sea levels in less than 30 years. How does any of this make sense? So now PSE is going
around town telling people the tank in indestructible and will simply float on a concrete island that they
built?!  All the reports that all the agencies are releasing are scaring the crap out of everyone who
have at least 2 brain cells to rub together.This is nuts! They are trying to make the community believe
we live in some kind of fantasy land and that the dangers magically don't extend past the gates of this
refinery and storage facility!? Again, this is nuts! The cost is too great to the people and the welfare of
our region and planet as it will add billions and billions of tons of carbon towards the destruction and
death of this planet from fracking point to burn point, not to mention all the raw leakage that will occur
along the way. We must not contribute to this madness!  Stop this project now please and choose life.
Together we can get through this.



966. Niki Quester (ZIP code: 98342)



967. Nichole  Borja  (ZIP code: 98087)



968. Nithin Mahendran (ZIP code: 98121)



969. Nita Sell (ZIP code: 98512)



970. Nathan  Fritz (ZIP code: 98146)



971. Nadine LaVonne (ZIP code: 98107)



972. Nichola Russell (ZIP code: 98368)



973. Nicole Green (ZIP code: 98155)
Not only do I oppose this project from an environmental position, I strongly object to funding it through











paying higher gas bills.



974. norah sullivan (ZIP code: 98070)
Why in the world is PSE funding this disastrous project! There is new evidence that fracking is
decreasing the amount of potable water available across the country!



975. Noel Macartney (ZIP code: L9M0H5)



976. David Krane (ZIP code: 98106)



977. Barbara Burns (ZIP code: 98407)
It doesn’t seem ethical to raise our rates so others can profit. Please remember who you are
serving....the people in the community or big business?



978. Nancy Paine (ZIP code: 98104)
By committing to carbon based fuels, accelerates climate change, please work toward renewable
power, not backwards.



979. Stephen Cotter (ZIP code: 98052)



980. Nancy Schuneman (ZIP code: 98407)



981. Norman Baker (ZIP code: 98382)



982. Natalie Harcourt (ZIP code: 98499)



983. Eileen Lauzon (ZIP code: 98053)



984. Belinda Cole (ZIP code: M6H 3R2)



985. Pat Freiberg Freiberg (ZIP code: 98662)



986. Orville Gunnoe (ZIP code: 98007)
I really tire of PSE's inane, unnecessary, and corrupt initiatives.   Let us have a non-foreign owned
utility like we should have.



987. Jeremy Bang (ZIP code: 98122)



988. Deborah O'Reilly (ZIP code: 98335)



989. Phil Brooke (ZIP code: 98361)



990. Mary McCheyne (ZIP code: 98465)











991. BEVERLY HAWKINS (ZIP code: 98037)



992. Oneida Arnold (ZIP code: 98403)



993. Krystal Miller (ZIP code: 98126)



994. Oolaa kay (ZIP code: 98008)



995. Robert  Osborn  (ZIP code: 98405)



996. Andrea O'Shea (ZIP code: 13219)



997. Owen Gustafson (ZIP code: 55313)



998. Patricia Dickason (ZIP code: 98501)
This project should be stopped!



999. paul barton (ZIP code: 98026)



1000. Pat Villa (ZIP code: 98006)
Fracked gas is an environmental nightmare.
PSE's plan to have ratepayers pay 43% of the costs for 2% of the product smacks of fraud.  
PLEADE STOP THE PSE LNG PROJECT!!



1001. Linda Harmony (ZIP code: 98105)
It's important to properly value any environmental, health and social costs when public funds are
involved.



1002. Pamela  Keeley  (ZIP code: 98118)
#JustNO



1003. Pam Kepford (ZIP code: 98203)



1004. pamela weeks (ZIP code: 98261)



1005. Kim  M Dobson (ZIP code: 98502-9694)
This project is  unnecessary ,unsafe and is being built without some key permits .  This is LNG export
facity for Fracked Natural Gas sold a s a storage facility to PSE customers who will footing the bill for
its construction and underwriting insurance .



1006. Patricia  Gibson (ZIP code: 98422)



1007. Patricia Fero (ZIP code: 98122)











1008. Kate Pate (ZIP code: 98168)
Please only use my tax dollars for carbon-neurtal options!



1009. Pat Rasmussen (ZIP code: 98508)



1010. Paul Adler (ZIP code: 98133)



1011. Paula Connelley (ZIP code: 98502)
This is more coporate welfare which we and our planet cannot afford.



1012. Paul Reddy (ZIP code: AL7 2LD)



1013. Paula Casner (ZIP code: 97213)



1014. paul runion (ZIP code: 95005)



1015. Paul Seward (ZIP code: 98403)
This is an OUTRAGEOUS and irresponsible use of public funds for a project that is NOT needed by
the public nor will it benefit the public. This project actually puts the people at risk and locks us into a
high cost  fossil fuel future.



1016. Mary Paynter (ZIP code: 98198)



1017. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98004)
Fracking will release Methane gas that is fatal to our planet. Please do not crack!



1018. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98058)



1019. Peter Mikkelsen (ZIP code: 99208)



1020. Sherry Perkins (ZIP code: 98178)



1021. Natalya Peskin (ZIP code: 98952)
We need to invest in renewable energy, not in yet another way to get fossil fuel. The era of fossil fuel
is ending, investing large amounts of money in infrastructure for soon-to-be obsolete technology is
short-sighted, I woukd not want to be charged for it.



1022. Peter Weston (ZIP code: 98117)
Please PSE, You are charging us to facilitate more profit s for your selves while harming our
environment and health .  Please be reasonable!!!



1023. Ruth Peterson (ZIP code: 98444)



1024. Pea Walker (ZIP code: 98584)











Corporations should pay for their own projects.  Fracking uses up clean water and destroys the
environment with 400+ proprietary chemicals!



1025. Peter Henry (ZIP code: 98020)



1026. Bernedine Lund (ZIP code: 98003)
PSE needs to fund renewal sources of enerfy and dtop depending on  environmental harmful fuel
sources.



1027. Phillip Hope (ZIP code: 11215)



1028. Phil Ritter (ZIP code: 98074)



1029. peter hochfellner (ZIP code: 60007)



1030. Phoebe  Barnard  (ZIP code: 98273)



1031. Patricia Holm (ZIP code: 98506)
I do not want to pay for this fracked gas plant in Tacoma.



1032. Patricia Hoppa (ZIP code: 98498)



1033. David Ramsey (ZIP code: 98466)
No public funds for LNG!!!
Fracking is destroying our environment!!
Do the right thing!



1034. pilar pringiers (ZIP code: 7140)



1035. Amy Hansen (ZIP code: 08802)



1036. Patricia Warden (ZIP code: 98056)
PSE is  a profit-making business. I don't believe they are good stewards, and I certainly don't believe
that they are entitled to public subsidies for fracking operations.



1037. PAUL KIM (ZIP code: 27612)



1038. Alun Vick (ZIP code: 98057)



1039. Jennifer Stephens (ZIP code: 98506)



1040. paul lhirondelle (ZIP code: V0R1L5)
stop subsidizing fracked gas please











1041. thomas takahashi (ZIP code: 98422)



1042. Kim Campbell (ZIP code: 98364)



1043. Jonsey Malone (ZIP code: 74884)



1044. Deborah  Merrill (ZIP code: 98177)



1045. Brian Howard (ZIP code: 98119)



1046. Peter Rimbos (ZIP code: 98038)



1047. Priscilla Martinez (ZIP code: 98011)
We need to take better care of what is left of our environment.



1048. Pamela Reed (ZIP code: 98466)



1049. Linda Parrish (ZIP code: 98444)



1050. Patricia Tressel (ZIP code: 98125)
The need to stop *burning things* for energy is beyond critical.  We do not need any "bridge" to clean
energy.  All LNG extraction and infrastruction leaks, and methane is a much more potent greenhouse
gas than is CO2.  It's time to pull back from use of fossil fuels and secure our future by switching to
clean energy, which Washington state has access to in abundance.



1051. Cheryl Murphy (ZIP code: 98422)
I need another option for my natural gas needs.  We have no options.  PSE is a utility and should not
force us to pay to harm ourselves.



1052. Colleen Gray (ZIP code: 98405)
PSE should not be allowed to take in a private business that is guaranteed by ratepayers. The LNG
should be a separate entity that sells natural gas to ratepayers as it is needed. And then only if it can
pass environmental and safety standards.



1053. colleen gray (ZIP code: 98405)
Customers should no pay for this nor deal with the resulting air pollution or risks of explosion.



1054. Jackie Messinger (ZIP code: 98362-9303)
NO FRACKING IN AMERICA!!!



1055. Pete Weymiller  (ZIP code: 98335)
We have the technology to reduce our carbon emissions while protecting public health and the rights
of the original human inhabitants.  This is the direction our government and energy suppliers need to
be focusing on.











1056. David Peha (ZIP code: 98053)



1057. Sandra Kickbusch (ZIP code: 97206)



1058. Randy Guthrie (ZIP code: 98290)



1059. Rachel Burghardt (ZIP code: 98026)



1060. Rachel  Matsuda  (ZIP code: 98058)
Stop using fossil fuels.



1061. Rachel Babin (ZIP code: 98102)



1062. Rachel VanDeMark (ZIP code: 98144)



1063. Russell Dial (ZIP code: 98404)



1064. Radka Chapin (ZIP code: 98052)
We cannot afford another year of fossil fuel projects!



1065. Christopher Pringer (ZIP code: 98107)



1066. Susan Massey (ZIP code: 98004)
Fracked gas leaves behind a trail of polluted water and climate risk.
Our "payback" in the "investment"
will be minimal and the cost of cleaning
up the mess will undoubtedly require more of our state's money.   Please reject this idea.



1067. Diann Rainer (ZIP code: 98406)



1068. Anne Paine (ZIP code: 98368)



1069. RAVI BANSAL (ZIP code: 98031)



1070. renee beever (ZIP code: S7J3L2)



1071. Robert Blumenthal (ZIP code: 98115)



1072. Rebecca Castner (ZIP code: 98112)
NO fracking!!!



1073. Rebecca Canright (ZIP code: 08802)











1074. Randy Sailer (ZIP code: 58523)
No lng project



1075. Rebecca Deutsch (ZIP code: 98102)



1076. Robert Gaschk (ZIP code: 98335)



1077. Beth Stanberry (ZIP code: 28802)



1078. Rebecca Wolfe (ZIP code: 16411)
I couldn't have said it better myself.



1079. Mark Canright (ZIP code: 08802)



1080. Rebecca Campbell (ZIP code: 98506)
PSE  and the WUTC are showing the same integrity that they have shown in their weaponized
"smart" meter deployment--none whatsoever!



1081. Ilsa Olsen (ZIP code: 98122)



1082. Reevyn Aronson (ZIP code: 94061)



1083. maria remick (ZIP code: 98406)
I will shut off my gas furnace and convert 



1084. Jake Renney (ZIP code: 98225)



1085. Kara Sweidel (ZIP code: 98028)
I do not consent to the money I spend on utilities being spent for this project.



1086. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98125)



1087. Richard Weiss (ZIP code: 98177)



1088. Rhonda Hunter (ZIP code: 98556)
I do NOT want to pay for PSE to profit from fracked gas we do not need or want.



1089. Rick Poulin (ZIP code: 98122-0091)



1090. Andrea  Bob (ZIP code: 98422)



1091. Margarita Andreeva (ZIP code: 98405)











1092. Ron Park (ZIP code: 98405)
This is so wrong on so many levels



1093. Rev. Richard Gibson (ZIP code: 98036 4105)



1094. Rochele Gardner (ZIP code: 93611)



1095. Wayland Hubbart (ZIP code: 98502)



1096. Robin Schomber  (ZIP code: 98508)
No LNG!!



1097. mike  nuess  (ZIP code: 99202)



1098. Richard Sharpe (ZIP code: M5M 2R8)



1099. Ari Robbins (ZIP code: 98116)



1100. Robert Blum (ZIP code: 98584)



1101. Robert Kaminski (ZIP code: 98115)



1102. Robin Henderson (ZIP code: 98310)
Not in Washington state



1103. Rob Scarr (ZIP code: 98026)



1104. Rochelle La Frinere (ZIP code: 92114)



1105. Rocio Ochoa-geesaman  (ZIP code: 98541)



1106. Daniel Mansulla (ZIP code: 98409)



1107. Rocky Votolato (ZIP code: 98036)



1108. Roger Nachman (ZIP code: 98107)



1109. Ronald Bock (ZIP code: 98592)



1110. Ronda Evans (ZIP code: 99338)
This is so wrong.



1111. Rose Bolach (ZIP code: 98112)











1112. RoseMary Lary (ZIP code: 38930)



1113. Barbara Retelle (ZIP code: 98038)



1114. Dwight Rousu (ZIP code: 98052)



1115. Ryan Provonsha (ZIP code: 98087)
Why should we? Why?



1116. Rob Briggs (ZIP code: 98070)



1117. Richard  Hodgin  (ZIP code: 98115)
Keep it in the ground.



1118. richard maclaurin (ZIP code: V9C3Y9)



1119. Renee Tantala (ZIP code: 53207)



1120. Ruby Phillips (ZIP code: 98102)



1121. Ruchi Stair (ZIP code: 98133)



1122. Daniel Mathis (ZIP code: 98501)
I do not support fracking and ask you to not allow it in Washington State.



1123. Rusty West (ZIP code: 98155)



1124. Rob Ruthetford (ZIP code: 98005)
10 years to turn the tide  or we are destabilize civilization.



1125. Ruth Robertson (ZIP code: 94114)



1126. Ruth Schaefer (ZIP code: 98101)
The purpose of government is to protect public health, safety and welfare.  There is no justification for
approving the this catastrophically dangerous facility in a severe seismic hazard area.  In a large
magnitude earthquake it will explode and kill large numbers of people who live nearby and destroy a
vast amount of public and private property, including much of the Port of Tacoma’s infrastructure.  The
fracked methane it contains will severely damage the environment from which it is extracted and delay
the transition to clean, renewable forms of energy our society must make for a future to be possible
for humanity and countless non-human species.  Please do the right thing and cancel this horrible
project.



1127. Robert Vere Guthrie (ZIP code: 9866q1)











1128. Richard Voget (ZIP code: 98103)



1129. Robin Wyll (ZIP code: 98077)



1130. Ruth Allen (ZIP code: 98391)



1131. Ryan White (ZIP code: 98465)



1132. Ryan Fox (ZIP code: 77477)



1133. Phillip  Holguin  (ZIP code: 98498)



1134. Sabine Doenninghaus (ZIP code: 98407)



1135. Dennis Smith (ZIP code: 98244)



1136. Neal Anderson (ZIP code: 98075)
As a PSE ratepayer, i don't want any of my utility fees going to fossil fuel infrastructure, especially for
a project intended to create a new market for fracked gas!



1137. Carol Olivier  (ZIP code: 98198)



1138. Sergey Alekhnovich (ZIP code: 98102)



1139. Nick Cattat (ZIP code: 98424)



1140. Sally Sheck (ZIP code: 98057-2561)



1141. Sally Neary (ZIP code: 98031)



1142. Sally Radford (ZIP code: 98408)



1143. Samie Hayward (ZIP code: 98021)



1144. sam butler (ZIP code: 90045)



1145. Sam Karns (ZIP code: 87106)
We've had enough mindless destruction of the earth for profit,  no privatization  of resources.



1146. Dr Samuel Torvend (ZIP code: 98499)



1147. John Sanders (ZIP code: 98332)
I am tired of large companies polluting our environment and spending our money to do it.











1148. Sandra Moore (ZIP code: 98584)



1149. Susanna Klevebro (ZIP code: 98109)



1150. Gay and David Santerre (ZIP code: 98321)
This is corruption plain and simple.  As an individual I DO NOT SUPPORT THE FRACKING
INDUSTRY!!!!   So it is unconscionable that you use my money to pay for this industries infrastructure!



1151. Oceana Free (ZIP code: 92107)



1152. Sara Papanikolaou (ZIP code: 98072)



1153. Sara Bhakti (ZIP code: 98033)
Cracked gas is a terrible choice for human and environmental health.  Just say NO!



1154. Sara Wood (ZIP code: 98422)



1155. Sarah Dallosto (ZIP code: 98188)



1156. Sarah Shifley (ZIP code: 98118)



1157. Sarah Wright (ZIP code: 98070)



1158. Sara DuBois (ZIP code: 98531)
No funds for fracked gas ever!  Nothing for dumping it into the Salish Sea!



1159. Debbie Hancock (ZIP code: 98107)
Time is overdue to shift to clean sustainable energy- let's be responsible!



1160. Sara Dunleavy (ZIP code: 98027)
This no way to become a carbon conscious state, and this not the way I want my dollars spent.



1161. sara droz (ZIP code: 99205)



1162. Sharon Sanders (ZIP code: 98332)
The cost to customers is to great as we already are being priced out of the area.  Who benefits in the
end--not the customer.
Sharon Sanders



1163. Andrew Saturn (ZIP code: 98501)



1164. Susan  Bassett  (ZIP code: 98367 )
Absolutely oppose  this!!!











1165. Summer  Blauvelt  (ZIP code: 98038)



1166. David Scheer (ZIP code: 98225-8280)
Wife and I don't approve of the frack gas concept  AT ALL!!    Because it wrecks and 'messes-up" the
ground and rock formations down below---but MAINLY because of the fossil fuel GASES  and use of
thereafter, which only ADDS to the climate change-global warming situation we've ALREADY got!!
We  DON'T need or WANT any additions to 'that' problem!!   INSTEAD, Use the monies for 'that' for
the development of  solar, wind, hydro, and other natural and SAFE energy sources---fossil fuels are
prehistoric, outmoded, and only cause 'trouble', whereas the 'safe' energy sources DON'T!!



1167. Kraig and Valerie Schweiss (ZIP code: 61081)



1168. Scott Ferguson (ZIP code: 47401)



1169. SCOTT MCCLAY (ZIP code: 98106)
I went 100% electric and closed my PSE account because this project is obscene.



1170. stephen curry (ZIP code: 98502)
I am outraged!!



1171. Steve Way (ZIP code: 98070)
The job of elected public officials is to represent the interests of the people who elect them, not the
interests of private industries .  Do your job.



1172. Sarah Betgdahl (ZIP code: 98029)



1173. todd dearinger (ZIP code: 98023)



1174. Kathy Wilmering (ZIP code: 98103)
I don't want any of my state tax money funding this project that was unethically fast-tracked into
existence and that will keep us wed to fossil fuels despite us being in a planetary climate crisis.



1175. Sean Horner (ZIP code: 98499)



1176. Sean Morgan (ZIP code: 98106)
No new fracking infrastructure! This is a bad use of funds, we should be investing in renewables!



1177. Susan DeWitt (ZIP code: 33770)



1178. Charlotte Lucey (ZIP code: 98403)
NO WAY NO HOW. Not OK PSE.



1179. Selden Prentice (ZIP code: )
You need to be moving away from fossil fuels!











1180. Selina Pierce (ZIP code: 95490)



1181. Joel Hildebrandt (ZIP code: 94705)



1182. Seonaidh Davenport (ZIP code: 98117)



1183. Steven Errede (ZIP code: 98229)



1184. Seth  Ceely (ZIP code: 98026)



1185. Lauren Sewell (ZIP code: 98102)



1186. Shela Hadley (ZIP code: 02138)



1187. Shannon  Lynn (ZIP code: 98407)
Clean energy is the future.  Fracked has is damaging and dangerous for our future.  Anyone
supporting this archaic and unacceptable practice will be voted out of office.



1188. Shannon Welles (ZIP code: 98118)
I am a PSE customer. I do not want my money to support building a fracked gas facility (that I oppose
for multiple reasons) for private profit.



1189. Sherri Goulet (ZIP code: 98501)



1190. Patricia Oppenheimer (ZIP code: 22924)
43% of the bills paid by PSE customers, so that only2% can use this dirty energy?  This is utterly
outrageous &  immoral as well as planet-destroying!  No public funds for this rotten deal!



1191. Sharla Dodd (ZIP code: 98103)



1192. Shary  (ZIP code: 98101)



1193. Tyrees Marcy (ZIP code: 98403)



1194. Shawn Hosford (ZIP code: 98177)



1195. sheila brown (ZIP code: 98070)
so many reasons against LNG. We should not pay to destroy our planet, and also risk our lives.



1196. Sheree Miller (ZIP code: 98105)



1197. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98502)











1198. Deejah Sherman-Peterson (ZIP code: 98125)



1199. Sherrie Marston  (ZIP code: 98012)



1200. Sherril Gerell (ZIP code: 98058)



1201. Shirley Rogers (ZIP code: 98058)



1202. Lynn Shoemaker (ZIP code: 53190)



1203. Mark Rowe (ZIP code: 98092)



1204. Brett Cook (ZIP code: 98501)



1205. JUDY RICHARDS (ZIP code: 65721)



1206. Silvia Torres (ZIP code: 98110-4622)



1207. David Pearson (ZIP code: 98584)



1208. Andrea Jones (ZIP code: 60506)



1209. Barbara Rosenkotter (ZIP code: 98243)



1210. Summer Takahashi (ZIP code: 98422)
Stop the LNG fracked gas project.



1211. Robert Slack (ZIP code: 98118)



1212. Sally Jones (ZIP code: 98502)



1213. susan manning (ZIP code: 98407)



1214. Susan McRae (ZIP code: 98506)
We need to transition away from fossil fuel, not continue to build infrastructure that locks us into
decades of use.



1215. Sharon Miller (ZIP code: 98664)



1216. Sarah Shields (ZIP code: 98118)



1217. Kim Lingo (ZIP code: 98064)
I want my utility company to invest in renewable resources, not fracking or fossil fuels.











1218. Blaine Snow (ZIP code: 98506)
Stop Puget Sound Energy from using public funds for their own dirty energy profit. Force them to use-
build-support clean renewable energy only.



1219. Virginia Alvord (ZIP code: 98422)
Can't we just for one time in our lives do what's right instead of what will make a profit?  This is our
Earth you are helping to destroy.  Just once, do the right thing?



1220. Sonia Zwilling (ZIP code: 98007)



1221. Max Chong (ZIP code: DH1 1NY)



1222. Charli Sorenson (ZIP code: 98825)



1223. Shannon Carpenter (ZIP code: 98117)



1224. Nicole Southwell (ZIP code: 98106)



1225. Rod Tharp (ZIP code: 98506)



1226. Erin Gibbons (ZIP code: 98125-3939)
Time to move away from fossil fuels. we need to lead the transition. How about replacing old pipelines
before they explode, as they did in Northgate? To stay profitable, diversify. Banking on fracked gas is
not a winning strategy.



1227. Steve Pisani (ZIP code: 94803)



1228. Steve Rubicz (ZIP code: 98070)



1229. Sarah Bergdahl (ZIP code: 98029)



1230. Benjamin Wagner (ZIP code: 98366)



1231. Sara Shelton (ZIP code: 98404)



1232. Scott Spear (ZIP code: 98466)
No fracked gas.



1233. Scott Species (ZIP code: 98101)



1234. Sara Smith (ZIP code: 98514)



1235. Amanda Sue Rudisill (ZIP code: 98508)











This project will lock us into decades of climate destructive fossil fuel use and is currently in violation
of the Medicine Creek Treaty.  The age of fossil fuels is over.



1236. Sally and Dick Stapp-Brigham (ZIP code: 98221)
We LOVE our PSE subsidised  solar panels.  We HATE fracked anything!!!



1237. Bobbie Stebor-meyer (ZIP code: 37917)



1238. Amy Steers (ZIP code: 98116)



1239. Roxy Murray (ZIP code: 98407)



1240. Stephan  Wade  (ZIP code: 98404)
I don't support fracking in any way and I certainly don't want that LNG illegal  tank built 4 miles from
my house.



1241. Stephen Price (ZIP code: 98033)
Fracked gas leaks methane at unacceptable levels jeopardizing life as we know it.



1242. Stephanie  Murdock  (ZIP code: 98513)



1243. Stephanie  Murdock  (ZIP code: 98513)
I am against fracking this is unacceptable. This state is supposed to be a safe haven for wildlife and a
progressive government that cares for the people not corporate interests. Fracking kills and destroys
the land. My money will not be used to harm wildlife. No one is able to beat karma



1244. steven mcgivney (ZIP code: 98406)



1245. Fay Stockton (ZIP code: 98329)



1246. Joyce Stoimenoff (ZIP code: 98166)



1247. Shirley Storms (ZIP code: 98422)
Natural gas from fracking wells is the worst choice imaginable in trying to prevent global warming. Do
not want let Washington become the example of how fossil fuel companies can buy their way into a
community and state. Please protect our "Green" state and the rest of the planet.



1248. Susan Traff (ZIP code: 98070)



1249. Michelle  Frink (ZIP code: 98506)
This is devious and unacceptable.  There are so many other ways of providing necessary resources
without destroying our natural one.



1250. Susan Ulrich (ZIP code: 47970)
It's un-American and ufair











1251. judith langhans (ZIP code: 98502)



1252. Elana Sulakshana (ZIP code: 98115)



1253. Lily Weems (ZIP code: 98466)



1254. Susan Kane (ZIP code: 98802-5554)



1255. Susan Wetstone (ZIP code: 98177)



1256. Susan Wetstone (ZIP code: 98177)



1257. Susan Eidenschink (ZIP code: 98403-2725)



1258. Sup Lane  (ZIP code: 98409)



1259. Susan Dodson (ZIP code: 98501)
We need CLEAN energy. No fracking, no coal. We certainly don't want to pay for dirty energy.



1260. Susan Oatis (ZIP code: 98136)



1261. Susan Lanser (ZIP code: 98407)
I was excited to see Inslee considered a presidential run with the environment as his rallying cry. This
shows him to be a hypocrite. 
He just lost my support.



1262. Susan Evans (ZIP code: 98801)



1263. Susan Anderson-Newham (ZIP code: 98404)



1264. susi o'bryan (ZIP code: 98506)



1265. Susi Hulbert (ZIP code: 98632)



1266. Suzanne Greenberg (ZIP code: 98070)



1267. Suzanne Johnson (ZIP code: 98230)
No fracking ever!



1268. John Heath (ZIP code: 98290)
NO New Fossil Fuel Infrastructure! Maintain existing infrastructure!



1269. Sarah  Neal (ZIP code: 98402)











1270. Tim Burns (ZIP code: 98023)



1271. Tabitha Thomasson (ZIP code: 30533)



1272. Anneliese Simons (ZIP code: 98405)
I don't  support funding any fracked gas project or any projects related to fracking.  No public funding
or raising rates of PSE customers should be used for Fracking! I am a PSE  customer and a resident
of Tacoma, Washington  and I do not support PSE in their LNG project.



1273. Tad Anderson (ZIP code: 98117)



1274. Tadeusz  Lewandowski  (ZIP code: H4L 4M3 )



1275. Tom Gordon (ZIP code: 98671)



1276. Debby Herbert (ZIP code: 98467)
Please no funding to PSE for the LNG fracked gas project; it is ill-conceived and WRONG on  ALL
levels. 
Thank you. 



Debby Herbert



1277. Peter  Talbot  (ZIP code: 98053)



1278. Tamara Guyton (ZIP code: 98118)



1279. Tara Chase (ZIP code: 98446)



1280. Tatiana Soutar (ZIP code: 98112)



1281. Janna  Taylor (ZIP code: 98155)



1282. Tom Craighead (ZIP code: 98013)



1283. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98221)



1284. terrence goebel (ZIP code: 97267)



1285. Teresa Catford (ZIP code: 98177)
Nothing 'natural' about gas - methane leaks along supply chain make gas WORSE THAN BURNING
COAL.



1286. Roger  Lippman  (ZIP code: 98144)











1287. Terrence Bone (ZIP code: 98146)



1288. Terrie Ward (ZIP code: 98125)



1289. Jeanne Graham (ZIP code: 33713)



1290. Theresa Farrah (ZIP code: 98115)



1291. Thaddaeus Brophy (ZIP code: 98116)



1292. Tom  (ZIP code: 98112)



1293. Kyra Almen (ZIP code: 98168)



1294. Citizen Z (ZIP code: 95032)



1295. Michael and  Barbara Hill (ZIP code: 98355)



1296. Adam Giuliano (ZIP code: 98499)



1297. Thomas Heinzle (ZIP code: 98006)
Your customers should not have to pay for project that they don't benefit from.



1298. Edward Rodriguez (ZIP code: 98122)



1299. Dominic Petoud (ZIP code: 98146)
Stop this monstrosity, for your children's sake. If that doesn't move you, reflect on the fact you will die,
too.



1300. Theresa Horstman (ZIP code: 98115)



1301. Therese Dowd (ZIP code: 98466)



1302. Maggie Block (ZIP code: 98166)



1303. Ted Kozlowski (ZIP code: 98503)



1304. Thomas Bonin (ZIP code: 98102)
No shame!



1305. Thomas W Fleitz  (ZIP code: 40071)



1306. Tika Bordelon (ZIP code: 98101)











1307. Timothy Wiess (ZIP code: 98292)



1308. Tim Gates (ZIP code: 99201)



1309. Tina McKim (ZIP code: 98225)



1310. Casey Holmberg (ZIP code: 98042)



1311. tracy edmonds (ZIP code: 98144)



1312. T J Thompson (ZIP code: 98335)
People don't want this anyway - something that brings real danger to the areas railroads traverse, to
the ports where materials are brought and transferred, to the ocean waters for the inevitable spills,
and to the atmosphere for the greenhouse gasses, pollution of ground water and increased possibility
for earthquakes shown to occur with fracking.   This is insane, unless we are suicidal as a society.



1313. Teresa Romaneschi  (ZIP code: 98133)
The people of the PNW have long made our commitment to green energy and to our environment
clear.  Our beautiful environment, clean air and water, and healthy active outdoor lifestyle are a large
part of waft draws people here, and they are crucial to many important sectors of our economy.  Fossil
fuel projects have a well-established track record of destroying these irreplaceable elements.  We DO
NOT WANT this project.  We DO NOT WANT to pay for it with our clean environment or our health.
PSE has no right to force it through and CERTAINLY has no right to do so with out dollars. Only a tiny
foolish minority believe that this project is good for this region, all others who support it di so for their
own financial gain.  The rest of us are opposed and should not be made to foot the bill.



Please, do the right thing. This is too disastrous of a project to force through on outdated science and
without a mandate from the people.  We will all be impacted by it — do not make us pay for it too.



1314. Teresa Romaneschi  (ZIP code: 98133)
We don’t want this facility here. First of all, it breaks long-standing treaties that the people of
Washington have long held and respected.  How can any private company make that sort of decision
for s public committed to diversity and to respecting our agreements with local indigenous groups?
That should be the end of the discussion!  However, for some insane reason, it isn’t.  The next
problem is the environmental impact.  We take the “green” part of or title “The Evergreen State”
seriously and have held our against large scale fossil fuels projects for years now.  How can PSE be
allowed to go ahead with this project based on an old outdated environmental impact study created
before we knew how detrimental fracked gas was on the environment and on the health of people
living nearby?  Finally, how dare anyone stand by and allow PSE to foist this bill of on the public when
the profits will be private?  That is taxation without representation, because NO elected official who
lets this go through is representing the interests of the people who end up footing this bill.



1315. toddsunn hauser (ZIP code: 98117)



1316. Thuan Ma (ZIP code: 98204)



1317. Tom Stiles (ZIP code: 81615)











1318. Tom Baker (ZIP code: 98056)



1319. Tom Molyneaux (ZIP code: N0P 1A0)
IN TOTAL SUPPORT of the objections to this project!!! Again, We see CORPORATE PROFITS trying
to prevail over LOCAL (Including  Indigenous) people. Who in elected/Public domain supports this
BULLSHIT?



1320. Toni Mills (ZIP code: 98101)



1321. Tony Billera (ZIP code: 98236)



1322. april alberts (ZIP code: 18058)



1323. Tracy Osterhout (ZIP code: 98502)
NO to PSE Fracked Gas! we can do better and we need to set example for others to follow,



1324. Gordon Wood (ZIP code: 98144-3314)



1325. Travis Duke (ZIP code: 98312)



1326. Travis Miller (ZIP code: 98122)



1327. Tre Nabstedt (ZIP code: 98251)



1328. Trixie Brunson (ZIP code: 13502)



1329. Trinda Storey (ZIP code: 98105)



1330. Tracy Hasenkamp (ZIP code: 98115)



1331. Trevor Schaub (ZIP code: k2g1b7)



1332. Aviva Lemberger (ZIP code: 98405)
Building began before permitting complete.  This risk should not be on current customers.  LNG plant
will mostly be serving TOTE and perhaps other ships.  Those who use it should pay the capital costs.



1333. Tonya Stiffler (ZIP code: 98133)



1334. Terri Suess (ZIP code: 07106)
You should be shifting away from fossil fuels - Fracked gas - and to 100 per cent renewable.   There is
enough wind in Eastern Washington to power the whole state....    and why have you not captured the
energy of the tides yet??



1335. martha farone (ZIP code: 14094)











1336. Miranda Marti (ZIP code: 98117)



1337. An anonymous signer  (ZIP code: 98118)



1338. Teressa Tremaglio (ZIP code: 33463)



1339. Ann Woll (ZIP code: 02138)



1340. Tyrell Hedlund (ZIP code: 98118)



1341. Eric Hood (ZIP code: 98260)



1342. Jessica  Lee (ZIP code: 98126)



1343. Christiane Romanski-Tanner (ZIP code: 6883)



1344. Paul Ferry (ZIP code: 98028)
Please start looking at all costs - not just the upfront monetary costs.  We have to start making
decisions with future generations in mind.  Scientists say we have less than 12 years to be off of fossil
fuels or things will happen that the children alive today cannot fix.



1345. Charlotte Underwood (ZIP code: 98257)



1346. James Clark (ZIP code: 98466)



1347. M diane de Grasse (ZIP code: 98027)
Public funds should be used for the public good.  The safekeeping of our environment  must be first
priority.



1348. Ray  Uriarte  (ZIP code: 92562)



1349. Thuy Doan (ZIP code: 90046)



1350. Valentina  Warner  (ZIP code: 98144)



1351. Valerie Costa (ZIP code: 98112)



1352. vana spear (ZIP code: 98036)



1353. Wesley Banks (ZIP code: 98682-0067)



1354. Irene Svete (ZIP code: 98102)











1355. Veronica D’Orazio (ZIP code: 98117)



1356. Cam Keely (ZIP code: 98625)



1357. Vicki  Grayland  (ZIP code: 98028)



1358. Vicki  Halbakken  (ZIP code: 98260)



1359. Vince Mendieta (ZIP code: 78715)



1360. Kathryn  Vinson (ZIP code: 98107)



1361. Vivian Welton (ZIP code: 12464)



1362. Denise Alvarado (ZIP code: 94954)



1363. Vivien Sharples (ZIP code: 98112)



1364. Vicki McMullin (ZIP code: 98103)
Washington should be leading on clean energy, not involved in fracking!  Get out now!



1365. Valerie Krull (ZIP code: 98502-4620)



1366. Virginia Linstrom (ZIP code: 98503-3181)
Don’t use. Fracked Gas in Washington State.



1367. Valerie  Lonneman  (ZIP code: 98107)



1368. Christoph  Strouse  (ZIP code: 98105)



1369. Louis Vontver (ZIP code: 98115)



1370. Valarie Peaphon (ZIP code: 98407)



1371. Wendy Smith (ZIP code: 98119)



1372. William  Wedenoja (ZIP code: 98057)



1373. Marja Wallach (ZIP code: 98072)
It is wrong to have me as a customer being forced to pay for PSE LNG gas terminal when I will not
benefit from it to the same extent.  It is even more wrong because I object to my funds being used to
support a facility that will cause such harm to the environment and do such wrong by violating the
Medicine Creek treaty.  It is time for PSE to take a leadership role in preventing climate change not











actively engage in policies that accelerate the damage to our environment.



1374. Sandy Paul  (ZIP code: 98422)



1375. Wanda Synnestvedt (ZIP code: 98368)



1376. Linde Knighton (ZIP code: 98107)
Fracked Gas is dangerous on so many levels, and calling it natural does not disguise its source.



1377. Traci Cole (ZIP code: 98028)
No more fossil fuel development, and no customer funding for corporate profit.



1378. Reid Watson (ZIP code: 98155)



1379. Donald Watt (ZIP code: 98532)



1380. valerie gilbert (ZIP code: 10022)
Bad business practices will knock you out of business.  Maybe not yesterday, but today and tomorrow.
The game has changed. TRANSPARENCY!



1381. linda greenway (ZIP code: 98117)



1382. Saint Johnson (ZIP code: 98118)
If you want to be the climate champion you need to take bold action and move beyond fossil fuels!



1383. Esther Kronenberg (ZIP code: 98502)
This is corrupt government, plain and simple, doing the business of donors over the business of the
people.  It's ugly.  It's unethical.  It's wrong.



1384. Twylia Westling (ZIP code: 98422)
I'll not stand by while a private organization abuses the public.



1385. Wendy Ferry (ZIP code: 98296)



1386. Jay Brand (ZIP code: 98277)



1387. Whitney Howe (ZIP code: 98108)
We should be doing everything we can to transition to the cleanest possible energy that is minimally
harmful to the environment. The fact that fracked has is entering into the equation of Washington’s
energy supply is ludicrous.



1388. Ohkn Bluhm (ZIP code: 98406)



1389. Jay Williamson (ZIP code: 98070)











1390. William Golding (ZIP code: 98402)



1391. William Gish (ZIP code: 98409)



1392. Willie Stump (ZIP code: 98107)



1393. Karen Meisenburg (ZIP code: 98407-5218)



1394. Christa  Erwin  (ZIP code: 98144)



1395. Valerie Connole (ZIP code: 98022)
No more fracking!!!!We need to invest in clean energy!!!!!



1396. Rachel Wilson (ZIP code: 98001)



1397. Warren  Raven  (ZIP code: 98034)



1398. William McPherson (ZIP code: 98102)



1399. Wade Wilkison (ZIP code: 59601)



1400. Wendy Zieve (ZIP code: 98020)



1401. Yvonne Kuperberg (ZIP code: 98070)



1402. Angela Donovan (ZIP code: 98403)



1403. Yonit Yogev (ZIP code: 98502)



1404. Yvonne  McCarty (ZIP code: 98422)



1405. Zak Nelson (ZIP code: 98133)



1406. Zarah Austin (ZIP code: 84401)



1407. Liz Campbell (ZIP code: 98103)
This is outrageous, don't allow it. If they want to profit off building infrastructure that promotes and
exacerbates global warming they should pay their customers for the climate disasters coming down
the pike. You as state commissioners and law makers should be protecting us from public utilities who
make false claims, profit at our expense (when we have no alternative energy source to turn to) and
wreak havoc on our communities thru exacerbating climate catastrophe and forest fires.



1408. Barbara  Brown  (ZIP code: 98070)











1409. Jonathan Zwickel (ZIP code: 98144)












the possible effects for other local species, possible effects on food supply, and
the habitat lost to make way for the project. We have to give weight to how a
project will contribute to or mitigate climate change.


The human cost of continuing to burn fossil fuels and building new fossil fuel
infrastructure is nothing short of genocide for future generations. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change recently released a report that
warns we likely have only 12 years to make drastic changes if we want to avoid
thresholds that cannot be uncrossed, that will cause chain reactions that push our
planet away from being habitable by the human species. Global scientists agree
that we must leave remaining fossil fuels in the ground if we are to have any hope
of keeping warming to between 1.5 and 2 degrees celsius above pre-industrial
temperatures. Already we see effects such as increasingly severe storms and
wildfires, draughts, flooding, famine, deaths from extreme temperatures, deaths
related to poor air quality, coral bleaching, algae blooms and the beginning of the
6th mass extinction. These conditions will only get worse as global temperatures
rise. Building new fossil fuel infrastructure locks us into decades of future use
when we need to be investing in renewable energy now. When we are listening to
best available science, investing in any new or expanded fossil fuel infrastructure
cannot possibly be deemed to be in the best interest of the public.


No public funds should be spent on Puget Sound Energy’s proposed LNG project
as it is clearly not in our best interest, funds including approved rate-payer
increases, tax breaks, subsidies, or other monetary incentives. These human
costs should also be considerations transparently discussed when considering all
future projects that seek to receive public funds.


Sincerely,


You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you in the attached PDF.


Thank you,


Valerie Costa


Action Network Sent via Action Network, a free online toolset anyone can use to
organize. Click here to sign up and get started building an email list and
creating online actions today.


Action Network is an open platform that empowers individuals and groups to organize for progressive causes. We



http://click.actionnetwork.org/mps2/c/3AA/kLwXAA/t.2yz/82EEGCW0R_yOCwxxikR0FQ/h0/CA0gLXQEKb6jqGkD7RqZiSVQT3a4rc72JqxXIEz06-2Bw-3D/dwUX

http://click.actionnetwork.org/mps2/c/3AA/kLwXAA/t.2yz/82EEGCW0R_yOCwxxikR0FQ/h1/CA0gLXQEKb6jqGkD7RqZiZL-2FtMGn6fgFuAHnlxuzX4FqI5QYgzvFPT4iGNaeE5Xm/-19P





encourage responsible activism, and do not support using the platform to take unlawful or other improper action. We do not
control or endorse the conduct of users and make no representations of any kind about them.


You can unsubscribe or update your email address or change your name and address by changing your subscription
preferences here.
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